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intimate~pr©fessional friend, Professor Fillmore, might
write. The first is, the assurance I have, from many
years' knowledge of him, that whatever he publishes
represents careful and earnest thought, the predominant
quality of which is good sense and sincerity
;
and which,
therefore, it is always hazardous to oppose. Second, the I there
last two or three centuries, so that there is absolutely no-
instrumental music in existence older than this, which
retains its power of pleasing. Of the period anterior to
there is nothing retaining validity to modern ears
ninds but short dance forms. Excepting fugue,
is very little of the more ambitious instrumental
consideration, that to differ from another in no matter music before Mozart capable of impressing in our day.
how slight a question ofform, or mere manner of putting Mozart, even, begins to seem something short of great-
tilings, is the same thing, in the estimation of his enemies, ness, excepting in a very few of his best symphonies, and
as condemning him altogether. Thereby his influence in his wonderfully charming overtures and vocal pieces,
becomes belittled to the average reader, and his useful- Many of the works of Beethoven, and most of those of
ness and the progress of sound opinions in art are bin- Mendelssohn, have already become antiquated
;
or, to
dered to the same extent. put it in another way, they hold their place in the general
Nevertheless, upon such a question as the proper esti- consent as stepping-stones to something beyond, and not
mation of an artist like Liszt, so recently departed from as of themselves to be admired as the complete fulfill-
a world wherein for sixty years and more he has been so meet of what art has to propose.
conspicuous and operative a figure, there are so many This betokens a twofold modification in what (for want
things to be said, and so many elements to be taken into of a better term) I will call the conditions of apprecia-
consideration, that I do not feel it improper to add my tion. In.the first place, there has been a modification in
usual to place him. He was a born rhapsodist. This
phase of genius is the most evanescent of all, and the
rarest. The most evanescent, because tastes change so
silently, so subtilely, yet so irresistibly. We say, “It is
day,” yet the night comeih ; “It is night,” when, lo! the
dawn is already reddening the East The “rarest” of
all, because it can neither be acquired nor taught; the
rhapsodist is the poet who is born, not made. Hence,
for my part, I would rather recognize in Liszt this won-
derful quality, so grandly displayed in so great a variety
of forms of composition, covering almost the whole range
of musical creation
;
and admire his technical handling
of the piano-forte, in which respect no man could he his
master
;
but leave to later times the duty of informing
bumptious young imitators of his style, that their names
are not Liszt. That this great master had his personal
faults is very likely ; in this, unfortunately, he was not
peculiar. Nevertheless, in the particular phase of char-
own mite to the discussion
—
particularly as for many the character of the ideal itself proposed to be repre- scter to which Professor Fillmore refers, it is possible,
years I have been, to a considerable extent, an admirer sented by music. The notion of life has been very much and, indeed, common, for a very small fire to make the
of the great artist who gave Wagner’s “Lohengrin” its enlarged for art purposes. The most obvious illustration largest amoks.
first performance, in 1848, at Weimar. In this relation ia, afforded by the popular novel, wherein “ made perfect ~ But, to return to the philosophical question, the most
of bis to Wagner, both in bringing out the complete through suffering ” has become the motto ; and the suf- dangerous thing in art is to write down for it a “ Thus
opera upon the stage under his direction, when all others fering has gone deeper and deeper into the very innermost far thou ahalt come, and no farther.” Thus have been
were shut to the innovating composer, and in the sue- of the soul, whereby the finest ideal of all has been killed out many great phases of art in the world- So
cession of piano-forte arrangements from those and the brought to view in what Hegel calls “beauty of spirit.” died Egyptian art ; and so died that of Greece. It is
later operas of Wagner, Liszt showed himself an artist Beethoven himself went along a progress of this kind, more important for us in America to explore the splendid
in the noblest and best sense of the word. I do not know the forty years of soul-life between the first and last of originality of Liszt, of which as yet we do not know the
of any other case where a popular virtuoso has so loyally his sonatas being fully represented in the kind and great- hundredth part, than to begin to condemn him, because
served the advancement of another type of artist, when, ness of difference between the two works. In the second he was not a Mozart, a Schubert, nor yet a Beethoven,
in the nature of the case, the public recognition of the place, there has been an amplification of the means of
new «&rtist would be tantamount to placing him* upon a expression. This extends to every possible point of re-
higher plane of artistic eminence than the virtuoso him- lation involved. Harmonies are more complicated,
self could ever hope to attain. Yet this was the case j^ythms more appealing and subtle, volume of sound is
between Liszt and Wagner
;
and so Liszt must have seen greater, and tone-color is more strongly contrasted,
it at the time, for by the very ardor with which he es- These together amount to so much, that it has already
poused the cause of “the music of the future” (as its become necessary to supplement tha score of Handel’s
enemies dabbed it), he testified to the preeminent esteem “ Messiah” a second time in less than a century and a
the mui
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258 T II E E T TIDE
THE ARM IN PIANO-FORTE
PLAYING.
Human activities exhibit a tendency to fly off in lines
tangent to the spheres of reason, morality and justice.
Rules are certain formulas of the mental monitor sitting
in judgment on our acts, and are made to restrain licenses
that might lead us too far into the chaos of error. The
principle that “ The truth of yesterday is an error to-
day” obtains continually; and, hence, we must under-
stand that rules formed to-day are but the record of our
highest and best experiences, to be used merely as step-
ping-stones to the higher plane of to-morrow, which will
certainly demand a revision of the previous code of laws.
Nothing so much enlightens the human understanding
as the study of history. ' Let us, for example, read the
history of the Piano and of Piano Technic, from the
earliest times to the present, and we shall find that the
ideas existing to-day bear about the same resemblance
to those in the remote past that a modern language
bears to Greek or Sanskrit. The technic of Bach’s time,
owing to the extreme lightness of the harpsichord and
other predecessors of the modern piano, was confined
entirely to digital dexterity. Power and strength of tone
being out of the question in these instruments, nothing
but nimble fingers was necessary, technically, to make a
virtuoso in those days. This method was prevalent up
to the time of Czerny [1791], who used the light-actioned
pianos of Vienna. Jgnaz Moseheles, contemporaneous
with Czerny, having been instructed in the same light
method, and afterward using from choice the heavier
action of the English pianos, displayed a technic marvel-
ous for power and brilliancy, but said to have been
characterized by much stiffness and lack of repose.
Moseheles, doubtless, never learned the secret of pro-
ducing a maximum of power with a minimum of effort.
So disagreeable was the effect of this “ arm playing,”
as it was termed, even in an artist whose magnificent exe-
cution could almost cover a_jpiiltitude of faults, that
teachers and players sought for other more natural
methods, and increased muscular development became
one of the requisites in piano-forte training. It was
generally conceded that the arm must be held quiet and
that the fingers must be trained to do all the work.
Louis Plaidv, Moseheles’ successor at the Leipzig
Conservatorium
,
taught that octaves should be executed
with a limber wrist, and all teachers of note since have
adopted this method or their version of it. It has been
found expedient by these scholastic gentlemen to hold
the elbows down close to the sides of the body, and to
raise the fingers as high as possible, in order to develop
strength of tone from the finger alone—all of which cer-
tainly seems correct from a theoretical standpoint
;
but
the question is, “ Do our first-class artists—those who
have attained the greatest mastery over modern piano-
forte technic—do they play after this manner ? The
answer is, emphatically, No
;
they do not.
One has but to watch the performance of a “ professor ”
of technic and a real artist, in the same evening, at the
same piano (as we recently had the pleasure of doing at
a Joseffy concert, where the local professor also played a
selection “ for a change ” in the programme), to be forced
to the conclusion that some “centripetal” or other force
had cramped the professor’s technic into a half-bushel,
while the great piano gymnast displayed a broad, flowing
style, as different in appearance as it was in effect The
artist’ 8 performance seemed to us like a beautiful, undu-
lating, terraced lawn, diversified by an ever-changing
vegetation of shrubbery and plants, flowers and grasses
;
that of the other was the picket fence in front, straight
and sharp, with nothing to break its rhythmic monotony
but a number of signs nailed fast
;
one read allegro and
another andante ,•Another, ritardando—just one, and
then followed the long line of bars unbroken by aught
save one great heavy post at the end. Why is it, we
“often wonder^ that,“with all. the modern facilities for
piano-forte instruction and practice, yet so few of those
who are devoting their lives to the instrument ever attain
to the rank of interpretive artists ?
Is there not something radically wrong in methods
employed to develop the player’s technic? and is he net
continually performing the labors of Sisyphus, with no
hope of ever accomplishing his task ? What is the secret
of power possessed by such artists as Rubinstein, Billow,
Madam Schumann, Sophie Mentor, Joseffy and Sher-
wood ? They must possess a peculiar instinctive genius
that has led to the discovery of a power which has come
to them, as all revelation comes, only after long years of
deep and devoted study. It has never been taught.
Can it ever be ? We think it will be.
First of all, we wish to suggest what we believe to be
the important factor in a finished technic—one that is
overlooked by the average “professor,” and one that,
if properly understood and applied, may prove to be the
unknown quantity that solves the problem at which we
are all working. It is, as the title of this article inti-
mates, the arm.
Let us quote Adolph Kullak : ” * He says, “ There is
something in the old rule, ‘ play without the arm,’ a
little out of the way, and we might express it more con-
cisely if we say ‘ without movement of the arm,’ or
* without a stiff straining of the arm.’ But even the
movement of the arm is rot to be avoided.” And he
then enumerates the instances in which the arm must
be used, which may be briefly epitomized as follows :—
•
1. To space distances.
2. To strengthen the tone.
It seems to us, in like manner, that there is something
a little out of the way in the old rule : “Play only with
the fingers.” It is easy to understand this if we reflect a
moment on the physiological construction of the hand,
and observe that the muscles communicating with the
fingers, and giving ttftem the power to rise and fall, lie
not in the fingers, but in the arm. The arm is the great
reservoir of force
;
the fingers are its legitimate outlets.
Any one can demonstrate this to himself by stopping
in bis practice and locating the sensation of fatigue,
which is nearly always in the arm muscles.
There are, to be sure, numerous muscles in the
hand and fingers—muscles that demand the most care-
ful attention and treatment if the hand is to be formed
correctly and the fingers made strong and flexible.
But the cultivation of the digital muscles should go
hand-in-hand with that of the arm muscles. We have,
in our practice, found more fault in the insufficient de-
velopment of the extensor muscles (those wljich.elevate
the back of the hand) than in anything else. Nearly all
our manual operations in daily life are such as to bring
into activity the flexors underneath ; and the consequence
is, that these are unduly developed, so that the opposite
extensors cannot properly antagonize them. The result
is a continual falling down of the arm, a yielding to the
combined forces of gravity and of one-sided muscular
development, so that the technic is cramped and the
tones are crushed out.
.
The heavy, dull, lumbering
technic noticed in all pupils, and in many professional
players to a great extent, is due largely to this cause.
Here, then, is a positive defect that only gymnastic
training of some kind can rectify, and herein lies one of
the great advantages of mechanical contrivances, which
do certainly develop these muscles with remarkable rapid-
ity and, in a way that no amount of piano practice can do.
In order to produce anything of lightness or delicacy
in playing, there must be a feeling of quietness and ease
in the arm sustained at any point above or in contact
with the keys. We insist that this is a primary requisite,
that the fingers may be relieved from all undue weight
impeding their free exercise.
The first exercise we would give a pupil would be one
to gain a conscious control of the forearm muscles. For
example, this oae : Swing the hand loosely on the wrist
and in a circle (inward, toward the other hand) above
the keys, counting three, five or seven, and at the last
count complete the circle by dropping the hand (carved
middle finger) on the key underneath.
We would early introduce the practice of the staccato
touch, because this touch, whether performed from finger
or wrist, gives more exercise to the arm muscles than
does legato playing. There are two classes of hands
:
1. The firm (stiff) hand, and 2. The loose (flabby) hand.
* “ The Art of the Touch.” G. Schirmer, N. T.
The former cannot do too much staccato practice
;
the
latter had better be confined mostly to legato playing until
the fingers remain well supported in position. The arm-
should never be hugged close to the body, as many teach,
but should hang down free and loose from the shoulder.
Illustration : Fasten your elbow to the desk, and at-
tempt to draw a straight line on paper. The result is the
arc of a circle whose radius is the forearm. In order to
draw a straight line, you must raise the arm and permit
it to straighten constantly as it progresses. This straight-
ening of the elbow continually lengthens the radius, and
the resultant is a tangent to the former curve.
So at the piano : The keyboard represents a straight
line, and if our hand is to command it in its entire length
without changing our centre of gravity, we must permit
the gradual straightening of the arm toward either ex-
tremity of the keyboard. This is simply the method of
common sense, and all artists adopt this method.
Nor is the arm long enough in all cases to reach the
extremities of the piano. In this case have no hesitancy
in permitting the body to sway in either direction to
assist in the accomplishment of the desired result.
Liszt could sit immovable, while Joseffy must bend to
reach the treble. “This difference is not a distinction of
method, but of stature.
The manner df holding the arm close to the body is
destructive to scale and arpeggio playing. It works in
Bach but not in Chopin.
Very few pupils have a correct idea ofhow they should
hold the hand and move the arm in scale and arpeggio
playing, and no book that we have seen presents the
matter clearly. The fault lies in holding the arm still,
and, after passing the thumb under (R. hand ascending
or L. hand descending), swinging the 2d finger into
position by a quick turn of the wrist. Of course this is
the only way to get into position, if the arm is held still
;
but it is, nevertheless, all wrqng. The wrist should not
move sidewise a particle, but the arm, hand and all, like
a solid piece, should pass over, using the second joint of
the thumb as the pivot, and bringing the hand into posi-
tion again without ever changing the angle of the fingers
to the arm at any part of the movement. In this way
only is a pure, smooth run possible. This “ oblique
position ” is even more necessary in arpeggios than in
scales. This point was amply illustrated and explained
by Prof. Hahr in an early issue of The Etude.
Again, there is another, important power in the arm
which can never be appreciated if the arm hangs at the
side, a dead weight, and that is the power it possesses of
shading tones, giving one the ability to make an even
crescendo or diminuendo, an evenforte or piano, through-
out any given passage. This power lies mainly in the
combined expansive and contractile action of the forearm
muscles, under voluntary control of the will. As an
exercise to gain this control, we would recommend the
following :
—
Hold the hand three or four inches above the keys, and
voluntarily contract the muscles until the wrist is rigid
and the fingers resemble the talons of a bird of prey and
until the arm begins to tremble from the effort. All this
requires but an instant to perform. All at once “ de-
compose” the hand, as Delsarte would say, and let it
fall upon the key limp and effortless. Repeat the exer-
cise till slight fatigue is experienced in the muscles of the
arm. When the knack of contracting this muscle has
been caught, the hand should be brought, with a quick
jerk, to a level position, and stepped there on a line with
the arm. This movement resembles the “ half-coct” of
a pistol lock, and should precede the contraction and
subsequent relaxation just explained. It is unnecessary
to analyze the particular muscles called into play by this
exercise. Let each one observe that for himself. It will
be found a rapid and effective means for gaining control
of the forearm muscles without apparatus.
Furthermore, the use of Indian clnb exercises for de-
veloping suppleness, and strength,in the muscles of the,
pianist’s arms and chest will greatly assist his technic.
For it will be found, upon careful study, that the highest
pianism is the result of the most perfect muscular and
nervous control throughout the entire system, which leads
ns even .beyond oar present subject.
,
D.. DiB. B.
ii
_.Jj
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GRADED LIST OF MUSIC, AN OPEN LETTER AND THE
REPLY.
To master such a difficult art as music takes a long
ae, and a severe course of training.
The training requisite to perform one piece must be as
itions are Dear Sir While I do not wish to dictate to you eon- thorough and nearly as long continued as to perform a
The Class cerning my daughter’s musical instruction, feeling how dozen. You can readily understand that if your daugh-
med, sup- entirely competent you are to direct it, yet I beg to re- ter had been trained to the point that she could translate
ery piece mind you of a fact which I expressed, if you will remem- with fluency any passage from Virgil, she would have no
ndividual her, in our first interview, viz. : That I do not care to difficulty in doing the same in a selection from Horace,
kept for make of my daughter a professional player, but only wish It should not be her aim to learn from her teacher to re-
to have her accomplished for the high society in which it ci te a number of Latin verses for the amusement of her
sic, it will is my desire and intention she shall move. lrieuda and to receive the false encomium of '* learned,”
of teach- From my observation of your manner of instruction, when she knows she is not learned.
ne under I am led to believe that, owing to your personal elevated Thcrefoie, 1 would commend such a course of training
g. kept a ideas of your art, you have, perhaps, set an ideal too high in music as will make her a thorough musician, compe-
classified for the attainment of one possessing humbler talents and tent to interpret to her satisfaction and the delight other
aspirations. friends, the works of the masters in a manner that is
including To be explicit, I think that too much time is expended above the criticism of connoisseurs. To this end I have
hose who by my daughter on technical exercises. To use an illus- made her studies. If she will arrive at excellence she
positions tration, .suppose I send my daughter to study painting, cannot evade any part ot the discipline I have assigned
ii pieces, and for a year or more she is drilled in the practice of to her, nor has she ever evinced to me any unwillingness
sir names drawing or sketching, and for another half year in the to comply with such demands.
into ten art of mixing colors, use of brushes, etc., and at last, Moreover, your daughter has an exceptional talent,
after painting her first picture, she is'told that the effort which, if properly developed, will, in time, redound to
is very commendable, but yet it is a mere daub and must our credit and satisfaction.
~ . be done over yet a hundred times before it can be in any To me and to my personal friends who have observed
20c resPeet presentable before connoisseurs. What must I it, her progress has been unusually commendable, and I
.Goldner think ? Why 1 must either question my daughter’s intel- trust you will more deeply Consider the matter, and be
35c. ligence or reflect in some measure on her instruction. ' patient to wait for the proper and natural maturing of
..Durand
. j fee i
;
aga|nj that my daughter is losing interest in her the fruit which, if ripened too soon, will prove bitter and
..Brassin mus *ca^ work because she seems.,to suffer from comparison tasteless and will soon shrivel and decay.
75c. with others of her age, who, with equal advantages, play Trusting, my dear Madam, that you will ponder on the
...Thome much finer and win more applause from their associates, weight of these suggestions, and will consider also how
a , I trust, sir, you will kindly consider this matter, and deeply I am interested in the true progress and education
Grade IV.
Gavotte Mignonne.
Grade III.
Joyful Spring (Gai Printemps)...
Grade V.
Feuer Zauber (Walk lire).
Grade IX.
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Aufschung............. ........
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THE “TONE” QUESTION AGAIN.
L
The article I wrote, in September Etude, has called
forth an expression of dissent from one who signs her-
self “ Old Maid.” “Old Fogy” also favors me with
one of his chronic grumbles
;
but the former is by far the
most formidable opponent^and at the expense of weary-
ing the reader, I will try to answer some of her objec-
tionsUo my article.
In the first place, I merely pointed out the want of
detailed notice in our instruction books on the production
of tone, deprecated the fact, and asserted, and still assert,
that apparently the essential object in many teachers’
methods is to make their pupils play with velocity. I
also traced, as carefully as space would permit, the
gradual evolution from the pearly school of playing and
composition naturally necessitated by the imperfect in-
struments in use, to the broad, bold style of the day,
quite in keeping with our noble and sonorous “grands.”
Surely, “ Old Maid ” cannot but face the position, it is
an artistic evolution. Music, to-day, has renounced its
mere tinkling prettiness, and seeks to express something
serious. Music is the reflex of life, idealized, to be sure,
but reproducing in its grand tones the spirit of the age.
If somewhat morbid, strained and involved, do not blame
the composer—blame the times he lives in. “ Old Maid”
has read Taine and knows his theory, of the influences
produced on the artist by his environment. Artists are
the mouthpieces of the day
;
they catch and incorporate
the floating emotions and ideas that are stirring us. I
speak now of true and great artists, not those chill and
lofty beings who fabricate still life in their studios, and
expect it to be accepted as the living reality. Tone, and
tone of the most sensuous character, is called for.
Look at the modern orchestra, with its complex instru-
ments, and see what a step has been taken in this direc-
teaching purposes. He is mentally far above the average
pupil, and I well agree with my opponent as regards the
injudicious use of even the easy “Kinderscenen.” Wiec.k,
you remember, says they are for grown-up fingers. “ Old
Maid” should not forget that 1 wrote the article for grown-
up pupils, not beginners, and if I quoted Schumann and
Brahms as examples in question, I did not suggest their
compositions to be used as teaching pieces. As “ Old
Maid” very beautifully says, there are many “subtle
beauties tucked away in the creases of Schumann’s
writings” that will always be caviare to the multitude.
She quotes the names of many excellent composers for
the young, but should remember that when I advised the
student of music, the advanced one, I mean, to lay aside
his Czerny Velocity, I meant him to lay aside the ten-
dency that a study of mere scale forms leads to ; other-
the study of the scale is the foundation of piano-
that I venture to suggest that Mr. Johnson print them in
book form
;
for, while we are pampMeted to death every
day, these essays would be highly interesting, and de-
cidedly more useful if bound together. They are, indeed,
technic in a nutshell, and cannot be too highly praised
fo'r their clear exposition of the difficulties of piano-
playing, their classification of the same, and, above all,
their condensation. On this last point I will have some-
thing to say later. By all means publish them. In pam-
phlet form. J. H.
wise,
forte playing. It is its fatiguing use in composition that
I protest against.
I also admire the pearly scale and dazzling arpeggio in
the hands of the artist, but must nevertheless assert that
the time for their indiscriminate use has vanished. There
is a very pretty and picturesque element in piano-forte
literature that might be called landscape music—such as
.m
tion. Mind you, I do not say our modern composers
excel the older ones in the production of ideas
;
that is
not under discussion
;
in fact, there could hardly be a
discussion oa the subject. But we excel, as will be ad-
mitted, in orchestration. All this has had its effect on
the piano-forte
;
we strive to imitate (but not in volume,
which would be absurd) the orchestra in effects. Can
there be, I ask, any great or dramatic idea expressed in
a profusion of trills and scales and a paucity of tone ?
Great masters, as “Old Maid” says, have used these
the numerous gondomeds, mill songs, spinning songs and
compositions of that class which depend on a redundancy
of notes, but is it a very high or elevating form ? Could
it be called epoch-making music ?
Even tempos are changing. To quote : Kullak, who
everywhere insists that Chopifi can never be played beau-
tifully enough, says, in speaking of a Chopin Etude (Op.
10, No. 8) in which the arpeggio element Is treated:
“ There was a time when the ability to execute passages
in the most extremely rapid tempo served as a mark of
virtuosity. The faster, so much the more admirable. . . .
the actual performance producing, in the best off cases,
music-box effects. As long as the Vienna. Piano-forte,
with its simple mechanism, its lightly responsive action,
and its clear and often sharp tone, whs dominant, quick-
fingeredness may have possessed some sort of technical
ornaments effectively, but if they are now dropped is it
not for cause ? Bach was for a long time in oblivion
;
now, strange as it may seem, his short motive themes,
are being reproduced in Wagner and the later school.
It even seems as if melody has had its day—that is, melody
in the old, accepted sense. The short, significant motive
has replaced it, and the piano is alreadyrinfluenced by it.
There may be now an interregnum in art, during which
we will have no great geniuses abd only compose by rote,
but, as I said before, thjirnas nothing to do with the
question. We must apcbpt the fact, that tone is the most
potent factor of tpe day, and the piano has quickly re-,
sponded to thisdactor by increasing its capabilities in that
direction, iiiszt I am not a particular admirer of
;
indeed,
I couldEot cite him for my argument, as his works abound
In^afpeggios and scales
;
in fact, they reach the climax
5f absurdity in some of his compositions. Bis later
style, while not altogether free from affectations, shows
surely his reaction from his earlier faults—in a word, the
virtuoso becomes the artist. Far be it from me to say a
word depreciatory of Mendelssohn, the “ Divine Felix.”
I have too hearty an admiration for the man and his
works. I was merely recording the fact, that he did not
follow the new school in the direction I have indicated.
Unlike Chopin, he struck into no new paths, for by nature
he was too intensely conservative
;
but he will neverthe-
less remain a model of a polished, graceful and classical
composer.
“^Old Maid ” misconstrues me when she thinks I wish
to abolish the study of the masters where the forms al-
luded to are in use. That would be, indeed, insane, and
by far the better part of mnsical literature woald be
barred out. I merely wished to protest against the per*
nicious use of the scale forms in certain classes of music,
and by no means advocate the use of Schumann for
justification
;
but since the English mechanism has sup-
planted the German, through it the piano-forte tone has
become nobler, more sonorous and greater, both in volume
and in its capacity for nuance (The italics are mine.)
He then goes on to say, that “ piano-forte passages even
in the most fiery tempo must yield some of that ‘ quick-
fingdtedness ’ which so easily degenerates into inexpres-
sive trifling, and be executed with greater breadth of
style.” Kullak further makes mention of the “parlor
pianism of Herz.” This speaks volumes, for Theodore
Kullak was one of the greatest teachers of the century,
and was himself a virtuoso of the Thalberg school. But
he knew that it was a style rapidly becoming obsolete,
and that music, both in the execution and composition,
was seeking newer and broader fields. And no one can
combat the powerful changes that are now taking place
in this direction. Look at our concert programmes and
note the absence of purely virtuoso music, those tiresome
opera fantasies, with their eternal arpeggios and scale
passages
;
and, above all, observe the style of our concert
pianists, and ask ourselves if a pianist with ever so great
a technic, and a small tone, would be listened to. Even
the French, the last to realize this, have acknowledged
it, and their representative pianist is no longer Francis
Plant6, with all his technic and exquisite finish, but Ca-
mille St. Saens, who possesses a noble liquid tone and a
style free from all the minauderies we are accustomed to
in the Gallic artist. The ornamental school has em-
phatically had its day, and while we may be harsh and
even dissonant in our modern school of playing and com-
posing, still it is a broad, noble style, and a return to
earlier methods would be suicidal to true progress. I
believe the future of the piano will be greater than its
past, after we have evolved the greatest instrument pos-
sible^which will be when we get a. more sustained and
greater variety of Tone. J. Huneker.
We still have left some bound volumes of The Etude
for 1885. These volumes neatly bound in cloth contain
music in the form of Piano studies and teaching pieces,
and articles of vital interest to the student and teacher
of the piano forte. We know of no other source whence
so much valuable instructive matter (both literary and
musical) can be obtained. Those of oar late subscribers
who are interested in the numbers of The Etude for the
current year will find in this bound volume of 188ffa
valuable supplement to the articles and instruction-given
in the numbers for 1888. We will mail these bound
volumes, postpaid, for' $2.50, or to any one sending ns
six subscribers at full rate ($1.50) we will send the
volume as premium.
I wish to call the attention of the readers of The Etude
to the more than excellent articles on the “Simplicity of
Technic,” by Z. (Mr. J. C. Johnson, an experienced
). These articles have caused so much discussion,
The fifth grade of The Musician is now out. This
work is one that is of incalculable benefit to piano
teachers and students. It rarely fails to call forth the
highest encomiums from intelligent readers. It appeals
to the class that subscribe to The Etude. We, there-
fore, desire that as many as possible should possess the
work and in view of this, we have the following proposi-
tion to make to teachers and subscribers of The Etude,
to wit : We will send the complete set of six volumes to
those who will send $2.60 and 25 cents extra for postage,
if sent by mail, before the sixth grade is issued, which
will be about the 1st of January. The five grades will be
sent at once, and the sixth as soon as issued. They are
bound in uniform binding, in durable cloth. Specimen
pages will be sent upon application. The retail price hr~
75 cents per volume. This will make an admirable
Christmas present.
The Key Note, which was started about the same time
as The Etudb, has discontinued publication. Accord-
ing to the American Art Journal
,
the publisher, John J.
King, lost $50,000 on the venture. This, doubtless, is
an exaggeration. However, the policy of Editor Fred-
eric Archer was calculated to bring about ruin to the
best managed enterprise. His almost malicious attacks
and base vituperations on our American musical insti-
tution turned every loyal American against him. We
cannot attribute the downfall of the Key Note to any
other cause. It was the most important musical journal-
istic enterprise ever started in this country. Its suspen-
sion, aside from putting a stop to the expressions of as
anscruplous assailant, is generally regretted.
.nSgfe
Fargo, Dakota, Nov. 11th, 1886,
Dear Etude:
Seldom it is that golden results follow in the pathway
of a leaden cause : seldom do good results follow in the
wake of a bad beginning : seldom do impure motives
find a congenial home in an atmosphere of truth and
purity : so a false education can never wound a master
workman, or the master artist; or a man of doubtfril
character imbue others with a spirit of firm resolve and
high endeavor. Alas 1 how can the teacher successfully
impart to the faithful pupil, if he, himself, be wanting in
character, in education, is not a master of himself and
his profession ? Teachers, is not there more of responsi-
bility resting upon you than you are aware or will con-
fess? Resolve, progress, and accomplish, are watch-
words which should form a part of every teacher’s life
and work. E. A. S.
Signor Pietro Brignardj, who for the past
five years has been connected with the New York
College of Music, has relinquished his engagement
with that institution, and has Tuesday and Friday
of each week in which to receive private pupils.
He can be addressed 199 Gates Ave., Brooklyn,
n. y.
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OUR MUSICAL BRINGING UP.
LETTERS TO A STATESMAN, BY WILHELM H. RIEHL.
In the first letters on My Plan and Object, Riehl says:
“You ask me to prove that, despite some few advances,
our national musical life resembles a public distress or
want; that the lack of plan in our musical bringing up
casts a slur over other fields of pedagogy; that really
nothing is said of musical rearing, but only of music
lessons ; that many members of cultivated society, un-
healthy either mentally or morally, find their richest
nourishment in this perverted kind of music making
;
and that it is the duty of statesmen to lay hold of this
mu-ical bringing up or musical wnbringing up of our
people, a thing hitherto by them disregarded.
“ You are surprised that I, who am so zealous a musi-
the German nation, by its plan-
the best way to make itself
cian, do still insist that
less zeal for music, is in
musically stupid.
“Artistic bringing up has two meanings : bringing up
by means of the art, and bringing up for an art. The
first does not necessarily presuppose the latter, and
bringing up for an art need hardly concern a statesman,
save as s basis for bringing up by means of an art.
“ Now bringing up for art is doubtless at the bottom "at^ ^authority, a something holy, which no one
' Krinerinor nr\ Kw mnono nf n Tf /-» 1-1 owAotlrm n ..tir.tr. trtnnk Gof bringing up by means of art. If our creative artists
would make plain the way from the beginning, the influ-
ence of their arts on the people—that is, bringing up by
means of art—would be a legitimate one.
“ This statement is as true in its general application as
it is meaningless when applied to practical artists. It is
too true that the material for our artistic bringing up lies
rather in the treasures of the past than in the creations
of the present. But it is the statesman’s duty to indus-
triously observe, as an actual fact, the influence of art on
all the people. And he should keep in mind a special
bringing up of a select few for an art, which bringing up,
having the nature of a general culture, shall afterward
result in the bringing up of the many by an art.
“I would now present you some thoughts on musical
bringing up, based essentially on these two phases.”
In the second letter, Religious Street Music
;
in the
third, Church as an Art School
;
in the fourth and in the
fifth, on Folks' Songs and on Regimental Music, Prof.
Riehl touches facts and subjects which are outside of both
our American ways and manners. The first ideas of any
general importance occur in the sixth letter, on Study of
the Piano as compared with the Violin.
“ Our youth study the poets,” Riehl says, “ancient and
modern, not that they may write verses and declaim odes,
but that they may recognize and distinguish the spirits of
the several peoples and times. Thus? while Greek alone
is studied for Greek culture, Greek, Roman and German
civilization or culture are studied for the general develop-
ment, for the humanities, and thus we call these humanity
studies.
“ But musical instruction fails to reach this high plane.
Our children are taught to play the piano or violin by
teachers, good or bad, and from examples, good or bad;
with their skill they may afterward do what they please.
One also finds most professional musicians unable to dis-
cuss the history or the aesthetics of their art
;
how can they
then teach these to others ? He who can only play can
do nothing but play, and bare playing is a waste of time,
and every waste of time, of itself, makes stupid. Mark
me
;
I am discussing the general bringing up by means
of art. There is truly little pedagogical worth in that
teacher who can only impart rapid fingering of the piano
or the violin
;
but there is a high value in him who can
bring the young mind to understand good music, to read
score well, to comprehend the laws of composition, to
judge of their use, to point out the styles of different
times and schools, and to picture mentally the great
masters in their historic characteristics. The first kind
of instruction we would call simple music teaching; the
latter, musical bringing up. ”
Riehl now takes up score- reading, that subject much
dreaded and incomprehensible to many. He says as
follows:
—
“As this one-sided pursuance of the mechanical is the
curse of our present public music, so is it also that of
our musical instruction. Of late years, there have been
published in various places a number of cheap score
* Boston, Mass., Sept. 15th, 1886.
My Drab Mb. Pbesskb:
On looking over my papers, I lately fonnd several large envelopes
containing translations from the German, made some years ago at odd
times, for the amusement of a friend and for my own self-culture.
Among them were extracts from & series of Letters to a Sip.te.sman,
written by Prof. Wilhelm H. Riehl, of Munich, entitled Oar Musical
Bringing Up. Although this set of letters bears two separate dates, 1853
and 1868, and, like the writer, are a large hit conservative in spirit, and
although they also bend from the specific subject—Miuical Bringing
Up—and touch a culture far Beyond that of the average music teacher,
still, it seems to me that this series of letters, properly edited, might be
made as useful as many a writing bearing a more recent date and a
better known name. Accordingly, I have selected those parts which
appear to meet needs in onr musical life or, in some cases, draw atten-
tion to an absence In our musical cnlture; and the gapa unavoidable in
such a treatment I have tried to fill out by a connective text. In the
hope that this material may meet your approbation,
I remain yours respectfully,
Bbnmmxv Ccttib.
editions, and we have been enriched by handy- sized
copies of the greatest chamber and concert works, the
quartets and symphonies of Haydn, Mozart and Beet-
hoven. The same strength spent on mastering the in-
strumental technics of the day, would give the ability to
play and understand the leading classic scores. To be
sure, this art would not adorn a drawing room, but it
would unlock a rich fund for a life’s culture. That I do
not speak of impossibilities, let me tell of my own ap-
prenticeship, when good fortune and chance led me by
crooked paths to that goal which, however, by a straighter
way I would have found much sooner.
“I early learned to play the violin; as long as was
possible my father kept me from the piano, for he hated
this instrument as being amorous, devoid of character,
and coy in voice-leading, and his son learned to regard
it only as an evil highly necessary.
“But my father was a passionate quartet player, and
a regular ‘quartet play’ in his own house was his pride
and joy. I regard it as a blessing for my whole life,
that, for so many years, when I could not yet play, or
could play but little, I have been lulled to sleep many
hundred times by the chastest, purest, and richest strains
of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven. Long before I under-
stood them. I learned to look up to these great masters
as to my father’s dearest friends, and to ine they became
dared
touch.
In finishing this letter, Riehl makes a digression, of
which we give the gist. *
He says he will not “show how the violin is mas-
tered,” but allows himself to speak of the excellent
teaching material in the German and Italian classics.
He calls for arranged teaching pieces, for teaching col-
lections, for anthologies similar to the poetical antholo-
gies—in which field, however, much has been done and
is now being done.
He says, also, that “ a respectable musical bringing up
demands the study of two instruments, first, of the violin,
then the piano.” He would presuppose and require only
a moderate technic as quite sufficient tor a full compre-
hension of all true masters, if not for their perfect inter-
pretation. “As is well known,” he goes on, “many of
our best conductors and composers have only a moderate
execution at command, and yet are musicians in a deeper
sense than the most brilliant virtuosos.”
“ The violin leads us to the old classicists; the piano,
in spite of Bach, lays hold of modern times. Our class-
ical instrumental masters thought out their most original
forms and strains in the spirit of the violin, and in
writing for the piano they, too, often had the violin in
mind. With Beethoven, however, begins the transition
to modern art, which thinks for and at the piano, and
often transcribes the purest piano phrases for quartet,
orchestra, or for song.” To fully comprehend Mozart,
he now says, “ One must be a singer and a violinist, for
Haydn, a violinist only. The piano player will always
prize these two men too lightly, for, while with their piano
music they simply filled out forms, they put into their
quartets and symphonies their idiosyncratic and immor-
tal thoughts. Again, on the other hand, to understand
our modern music one must play the piano.”
“ The violin awakens a longing for the study of scores,
the piano-forte realizes it
;
the violin teaches us to con-
ceive the melodic forms in their purest plasticity, the
piano-forte combines them. Hence, the violin player is
shocked at purely modulatory effects which lack sharp
contrapuntal or melodic device, and for the formless,
narcotic, modulatory music of the Wagnerian school,
violin playing is a sure antidote.”
{To be continued.)
ADVICE TO YOUNG STUDENTS
OF THE PIANO-FORTE.
ALBERT W. BORST.
Choose a piano-forte with a rather strong and firm
touch. For a learner the plain action is the best.
Young players ought not to pass over a mistake, how-
ever apparently trivial.
Avoid letting the wrists drop, bringing the elbows from
the side, and keeping the thumbs off the keyboard.
Avoid playing on the nails. The point finger is, in
this respect, particularly apt to go wrong.
The chromatic scale is a capital exercise for strength-
ening the fingers,, and must be continually practiced.
Many pianists are spoiled by being allowed to play too
qnickly. First walk properly, then learn to run.
Passages in thirds should be played slowly and strongly.
All movement of the hands in these exercises is bad.
The more artistic details assume greater importance as
the mechanical part of the piece approaches perfection.
From the commencement learn to use both hands to-
gether. Read the notes from the lowest upward.
At the commencement it is good to count aloud, even
in the parts when one could not go astray. Beginners
require a constant recapitulation of the time table.
In playing scales with one or two black notes, the hands
are, as a rule, not held sufficiently forward
;
the executant
is therefore not in a position to bend his fingers equally.
See that the seat be firm and comfortable. It should
be high enough to keep the elbow rather higher than the
level of the wrist.
As it is possible to make a creditable performer with
no other mechanical studies than the scales, it follows
that these should never be entirely given up.
In playing a succession of similar chords with the left
hand, take care that the little finger fairly strikes its
note each time.
Difficult passages should not only be mastered alone,
but should afterward be taken in conjunction with the
bars both preceding and following them.
Become familiar with pieces in all the different major
and minor keys. Nothing is more common than to find
pianists at a loss amongst certain of the less used keys.
For study, select pieces originally intended for the
piano-forte- Arrangements, except for good players,
are better avoided.
In striking single notes with the little finger of the
left hand, beginners are apt to : aslume a false position
with respect to the wrist. The joint must, of course,
incline inward.
Great care must be taken not to accentuate the thumbs
in passing under the fingers. This applies likewise to
the practicing of the arpeggio. In the latter passages
see that the ring finger is used in the proper places.
An important point, frequently overlooked, is taking
eare that the tuner attend properly to the “regulating”
of the instrument
;
i. e.
,
that each key has an equal pres-
sure.
Children must have something to interest them. It
will not, therefore, suffice to let them have compositions
which are merely well written. In modern days the
musical library for young^students is almost inexhaustible.
The mistake is often made of letting a child commence
learning music too young. When he does begin he should
be taught systematically, and not allowed, as is frequently
the case, to treat the piano-forte as a plaything, to be
taken up when the whim suits him.
The first point to be attained is to impart to each fin-
ger equal strength. A steady and diligent practice of
five-finger exercises will best accomplish this end. Six
months, at least, should be allowed for this necessary
basis of “execution.”
The student should learn to strike the common chords,
both major and minor, and afterward their dominants
and sub- dominants. The touch will be greatly improved
if these are all struck firmly, but from the wrist, throw-
ing up the hands after the termination of each chord.
Whilst devoting most of the time to works of the old
masters, great advantage will be derived by taking, oc-
casionally, original pieces by the best modern musicians.
As a rule, pianists are too biased in their selections ; a
student should become acquainted with the greatest
variety of styles.
In the selection of pieces for study, the principal aim
should be that they progress very gradually. The surest
way to climb a mountain is by “zig-zags.” A child
ought to learn a short"melody as soon as he knows a few
of the treble notes. Each succeeding lesson must con-
tain some one thing new for him to remember.
As different players have different difficulties to con-
tend with, it follows that a piece selected for one student
will not always be the one best adapted to another. It
is, therefore, morally certain that by studying the instru-
ment in classes, as is sometimes the case, some of the
learners mast suffer injustice.
It is<not the amount of time given daily to practicing
that makes the perfect player; bat it is in the economy
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of the time, by going over the difficulties, which leads to
success. In practicing, the following points are essen-
tial :
—
Exactness of time.
Correctness of fingering.
Giving to each note its full value.
There are two great branches which a student who de-
sires to excel in music must cultivate— the technical and
the aesthetical. By many, mechanical facility of the
fingers appears to be the chief goal, instead of being
really the means toward the end. Whilst admitting that
the training of the fingers should occupy a large portion
of the time to be devoted to learning the piano-forte, the
player must, from the outset, strive to develop the more
subtle qualities of the mind.
“ As the twig is bent, so will the tree incline
;
” there-
fore, let the learner be accustomed to play a good class
of music from the first. Amongst the advantages which
the young player will derive by taking in hand classical
compositions, are the following : The passages will be
more equally distributed for the two hands
;
they will in
themselves be both more useful, and, at the same time,
more interesting
;
the piece will make the performer
more attentive to the varieties of touch requisite for a
correct rendering.';*- And they will educate the mind to
observe the beauties of form.
[For The Etude.]
ON TWO POINTS IN PIANO-
FORTE TEACHING.
BY ARTHUR FOOTE.
When we remember that it was only in the lifetime of
Bach and Baendel that the thumb came to be generally
used in the fingering of the scale, and that, in fact, any
systematic fingering at all dates back merely to the
“ Well Tempered Clavichord
;
” that it was as late as the
time of Thalberg, Chopin and Liszt that the thumb was
entirely given its freedom, and allowed to disregard the
old-fashioned rule forbidding its use on black keys ; and
that it was left for Kullak to clearly and adequately lay
down the principles of octave playing,* it is notjsurpris-
ing that -even now discoveries are made in piado-forte
playing. Probably the most valuable one for maby years
is that which we find in “ Tausig’s Daily Studies,” pub-
lished thirteen years ago. Hisridea of applying modula-
tion to five-finger exercises, although treated quite ex-
haustively in all three books of the studies, is capable of
even more extensive application. The small results
usually obtained from slaving at the five-finger exercises
of Schmitt and Plaidy, are to be ascribed to their ob-
stiiTately sticking to the key of C major.
It is all very well to tell a pupil to transpose a given
exercise into a different key with plenty of black notes
in it, but not so easy to get it done. But the Tausig
modulation (if it maybe so called) obviates this difficulty
;
it makes the five-finger exercise so much more interesting
and attractive, that the pupil’s attention is retained, and
its use will result in more intelligent and persistent
practice.
It is apparently too difficult for the average pupil to
apply to his exercises
;
but can be so simplified, as shown
below, that the modulation, being effected mechanically,
will not be too hard for any one.
The original form
—
may be changed to this
—
ceeding in the same manner, always using the fingering
1 2 3 4 6.
As soon as that is clearly understood, and is at the ends
of the fingers, it may be applied to almost every possible
form of five-finger exercise.
For example (there is no need of writing the notes, for
the fingering alone is sufficient direction) :
j Right hand—121, 282, 343, 464, 343, 232, \
\ Left hand—546, 434, 323, 212, 323, 434, J
(from “ Tausig’s Daily Studies”), and this
—
j Right hand— 1324, 3624, 3142, 6342, \
\ Left hand—5342, 3142, 3524, 1324, J
(based on a Clementi study).
This modulation may also be used in arpeggio playing,
by raising the fifth note, instead of lowering it. For
example :
—
In other words, the pupil may be told to
First : Play five notes of the scale np and down.
Second : To lower the third note of the scale.
Third : To also lower the fifth note/^hnd then to go to
the next scale, playing np and down five notes, ana pro-
the pedal being put down at the second sixteenth not©
in each bar.
Also this prelude of Chopin (Op, 28, No, 20)—
r~G zid
«/ P?
etes
or
—
r — 1—^-r-i
I
—
rr?i 4 6
3 5 4 5
The advantages of using this modulation more freely
than is customary are that the pupil will find much less
drudgery in the hated five-finger exercises
;
they will be
more! thoroughly and thoughtfully practised, and the
hands will become more accustomed, as they ought, to
all possible positions, instead of behaving awkwardly as
soon as the beloved C major is left behind. Eventually
Biilow’s dictum, that the “Appassionata” sonatamustbe
possible to the player when transposed to F $ minor, will
not seem a fancy, but a reality.
The question of the damper pedal seems inexhaustible
;
the point, that the pedal must often be put down after
the note is struck, instead of with it, being especially
hard for most pupils to understand.
The whole matter is adequately discussed in a little
book by Hans Schmitt (published by Wessely, of Vienna),
called^ “ Das Pedal des Clavieres.”
In explaining the matter to a pupil, a useful prelimi-
nary exercise is this
—
Slowly.
-4-
Ped. Ped. Ped.
* Vide Moschelea’ direction M to the manner of playing his octave
study (Op. 70, No. 8) : “ the wrist is to be kept ityf and loote alternately ! ”
the note being played and the pedal taken up at the
first quarter note in the bar, and the pedal put down at
the second. The hooked iines show exactly when the
pedal is to be taken and left.
There are many interesting examples in the book
spoken of above, and I shall quote one or two, besides
some from other sources.
In the first “ Song Without Words” of Mendelssohn
the pedal must invariably be put down at the second six-
teenth note of each group of four, and taken up at the
first sixteenth in the next group.
The little §tudy of Stephen Heller (Op. 46, No. 11)
should be treated in the same way
—
pCZKL p -j— —rl§r pi? ^ ;r J
and Raffs !< La Fileuse ”
In the popular Nocturne of Chopin (Op. 9, No. 2),
which is probably worse treated by amateurs than any
other piece in^piano-forte literature, the management of
the pedal is still harder, for it must be both taken up and
put down when the first note of each group of three in
the bass is played (at the places marked with a star) :—
* * *
These examples will be enough to clearly show the
necessity of this foanner of using the pedal, and will
perhaps be of service as a supplement to the previous
discussions of this question, that have appeared in Tkk
Etude.
In speaking of the condition of music in America, and
of the meeting of the M. T. N. A., recently held in Bos-
ton, and the College of Musicians, the Klavier-Lehrer
,
of Berlin, Germany, says:
—
....
“ From the information which we gather from
the different speeches, discussions, performances, etc.,
we are particularly interested in the efforts and success
which attend the character, plan and elevation of musical
instruction. Our American Colleges struggle shoulder
to shoulder with us. They lay the roots of all troubles
in the dust, and strive after the improvement of the
present condition, upon the foundation of thorough edu-
cation and publie examination. It is an authenticated
fact, that the Society, in its tenth year of activity, has
effected and attained something of importance; that the
standard has been raised by the organization, and par-
ticularly in the last few years, since the Society has turned
its attention to the instruction of music, and has suc-
ceeded in inclining the attention of the public toward it.
The result of this year’s examination of the American
College of Musicians proves how earnestly the task has
been taken hold of, really to admit only thoroughly in-
structed candidates—out of seventeen candidates who
made application, only eight were found satisfactory
;
the deficient theoretical instruction was especially con-
demned. It was also further interesting to ns, that in
America they are also beginning, in elementary instruc-
tion, to lay particular stress npon the awakening ofmusical
understanding, and that for this purpose they take the
first technical vocal exercises as the foundation for chil-
dren. This subject was handled by different speakers
“ thinking in tone ” was especially emphasized, and for
an example of this Mr. E. B. Bill led a children’s chorus
of one hundred voices from different schools, who sang
directly at sight.
FOR SALE.—A Harp, in'excellent condition; will besold at a sacrifice. Address, for further ihforma-
tion, Harp, Care of Etude Office, 1704 Chestnut street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
naturally cite, could more: readily dispense with all organization than can
the musical, for reasons which are evident to even superficial reflection.
There is not a profession in this country which does not possess its State
and National organizationa l most of them based upon the same princi-
ples aS our own. Especially do we find this the case in. that profession
with which w® can claim the deafest
.
fellowship., vis.
,
that of the teacher.
After many years’ experience,. w& find the, 'Value of annual, semi-annual
fed monthly itoeetings |g moj-fegn.i more fully recognized by oar etlueatora.
The development of Organfeatioas for mute! improvement, and the
, consideration of questions relating to all fftitles of ihteHefitlial life, liavp
;
been stupendous within the last .few years. We csstnsofe claim, any exam-p*
tion from the principle,-that unity of parpos©- pan accomplish j&fefft fh^B
spasmodic individual:fexfertio.n
;
#net is EOtadiswe-liaation t® admit the valms
iof such an Intereliaiigfe of opinions Its. is rafteft. f®#|ibfe at Bis mgeongh
indicative, either of indilferqBafe ‘fee true progress or » mfecoacfepiftti ofthe
true processes of professional (fevHBfifemerai?
It ipefei undignified ft ifeCgf to peffiA fetBypsIg in s^pfsStegtidft witfe am
j
ennobling an art
;
but to the mtvsMas who lOiAa upon musical sMHiy
: simply ag stock in tradfe and whets# prefesskftal latepst. is goveysti
.Solely by the siaeof his han't ..afecoxatj .the. artistic side of omr development'
will not appeal so str'fiigly as ft® Purely material | fterefefs it Pah, .efeffiy
dently be stated that it will pay in. th® «nd. to bacooife liestififid, with at*
The tendency of a ,:ta»aieiafef life hag bsps, MA i% iii tMs, gs in ail
countries, calculated to develop an illiberal, view of everything, ’B.&fcdiie®aS|'
associated with specific routine Work, This hbldg good (it ft.®: pffeffat
time, although not to so great a degree., and the exeepfciDas to mw wide
axe not so noticeable as : Was formerly the Bass, The reapqSs fey ft® &&
istence of such a feeling are obvious, upon, a careful consideration. of ftg
difficulties to be surmounted before a masieiattcan hope to achfevp gapfifft,.
Unlike the study of law, theology or: medicine, the preliminary- work
which must be done during the formative period of life bears llfflfe Eo-
lation to intellectual development, in any broad sense
;
fey, lastesi of
bringing all the faculties of mind into action, and thus making possible a.
future development, broad and well rounded ia its nature, its taoieBwJs
rather to make prominent qualities of mind which should, ia. their ' fell
and normal state, be balanced by restraining mental forces.
Thus, as the emotional nature is unnaturally stimulated:., it logically fol-
lows that the necessity for a liberal education is not appreciated at its fall
value. This necessity is founded upon the very underlying principles of
true emotion.
Music is the language of emotion, and it is a truism that as emotion is
founded upon appreciation of‘facts, and the relation of facts to each other,
so, all other things being equal, the person who has the truest spirit of ap-
preciation must be susceptible of the deepest emotion. Feeling is aa intu-
ition of lire ‘heart; may we not say that emotion is this intuition, governed
by intelligence, broadened and deepened by cultivation, or education, and
thus rendered a safer and less irresponsible guide? The value of education
to the musician is, that thereby the range of his emotions is so extended,
that there is less danger of extravagance of expression, while at the same
time he is made a more sympathetic interpreter and a more poetic creator.
How the pulse of the true musician is stirred by the verse of a Milton
and the tragedies of a Shakspeare i Have we not, as proofs of the
great advantage of a thorough acquaintance with the gems of literature,
many works of genius which have been suggested by a study of classic
poetry? Musical form, upon a close analysis, reveals itself as founded
upon the same principles of symmetrical development and unity of de-
sign which are found in the masterpieces of poetry aud the drama. The
wonderful manner in which a Robert Franz, by masterly harmonic combi-
nations and a genial development of melody, reveals shades.of meaning
in a poem which would possibly otherwise remain unappreciated, shows
how necessary to the composer is a knowledge of, and a feeling for, those
refinements of expression which lend to poetry one of its richest charms.
If necessary to the creator, it is equally essential for the interpreter, and
its importance is my excuse for dwelling upon it at this time. In an
enumeration of the advantages and inducements offered by our Associa-
tion, I should mention as certainly not the least, the stimulus given to
members to pay more thoughtful attention to the formation of a lucid and
concise literary style, and a careful formulation of their ideas, and the
incentives to the most careful self-culture on the part of those who have
enjoyed limited advantages.
Before addressing myself to the more practical matters on which I
wish to speak, I desire to emphasise one thought relative to professional
dignity, as a great deal which has been written on the subject has no direct
relation to it It is well for us to remember that up to the present time
there has been very little reason why there should be accorded to us
\We feel honored by the kindly greeting you have fesftaied to s§| .
realizing that your cordial words of welcome fast Uttered in no perfunctory
j
spirit, $ftrt are an expression of that sentiment of hospitality which has
ever been a characteristic of the city you: officially represeiit.
In thanking yon: for your expressions of good-will, I feel assured that I
but voice the feelings of all here present. We felt that this city, which
has ever been foremost in intellectual culture, and which fee .many years
has been a leader in musical thought,.was a peculiarly fitting place in
which to hold the session which should mark the ftompIett.feH'of the first
decade of our Society’s existence.
We are convinced the choice was & wise on®, and, having- at fee- very:
beginning of our work been made to realise that we are welcome, guests,.
we hope to prove that we arf not. gathered here from all sections of fflir
land for any common purpose. We earnestly desire, by a thoughtful con-
sideration of musical questions, some of which are of great public, im-
portance, to contribute our share to the furtherance of that, spirit of true
intelligence, which is the eonserVer of good citizenship. Thanking yon
again fbr your presence on this occasion,,, and for the .good wishes you
bring, I fulfill a very agreeable duty when I address i few words to our
brother musicians of this goodly city. We are already under great obli-
gations to many of you for the willing spirit with which you have assisted
those of ns upon whom has devolved the labor of arranging the details of
this meeting. You have thereby shown that fraternity of feeling which
should be a distinguishing trait of our profession, and which it is one of
the aims of our Association to foster. May the time soon come when
there shall be no yivalpyotber than a noble striving ap to which shall
contribute the most to the advancement of art for art’s sake, and when
the petty jealousies which disfigure musical circles so often, shall be
swept away by a ‘common care for the maintenance of higher and purer
standards of professional ethics. Many of you we meet for the first time
;
may it not be the last. We feel assured that a more intimate knowledge
of our work will reveal to you its practical value, and we bespeak for it
your interest and aid. You will, doubtless, find much to criticise, but
fee are confident you will discover much more to commend
;
and if in our
methods or aims you discern shortcomings, please consider them errors
of judgment, not the result of design. But we are on the threshold of
a most important meeting, and I must hasten to address a few words to
the Association at large.
Fellow-members of the Music Teachers’ National Association :—We
meet here this morning, with pleasant anticipations of a successful meet-
ing, with feelings of justifiable pride, and fully realizing that this is no
ordinary occasion in our history. We would be untrue to the principles
we profess, did we not take this opportunity of looking back over our
past, to discover, if we may, wherein we are healthful and vigorous, and
carefully consider any phases ofeour development which are, or may
become, sources of weakness to us. To succeed in any enterprise means
to exercise close scrutiny of methods, to carefully weigh and compare the
results of different courses of action, and to be at all times ready to make
any needful sacrifice of time, labor or money. Would that your Presi-
dent were endowed with those faculties of mind which should enable him
to worthily present to you the lessons of the past, and wisely suggest
future action, that thereby-tfee lessons of the hour might be forcibly
brought home to each of us.
There is to my mind no more convincing proof of the necessity of an
organization like our own, than a comparison of our position ten years
ago with that which it occupies to-day. It is safe to say not one of those
S':."
.
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As soon as musicians work together for a common aim, they will win
the respect, as a profession, which is accorded freely and unhesitatingly
now to such individual musicians as possess the characteristics which en-
title a man or woman to the confidence and respect of society.
It is unnecessary at this time to speak more fully of these phases of our
work
;
let us look rather at a few aspects of our present condition, and
standing upon this vantage ground, compare our purposes and our work
with the original design of the Association. We must ever keep in mind
that we are primarily an association of teachers. We profess to help the
teacher of music : are we faithful to our obligations ? At first thought,
on looking back at the record of the last few years, one would be tempted
to say no. I cannot admit that there is in reality any firm basis for such
an assertion. We have been told by some that the Association has degen
erated into a concert-giving institution, coupled with insinuations which,
as honest men, we must indignantly repel. We have been told, on the
other hand, that we have too many essays
;
that the Association will be-
come in time a second “ Ton Kuenstler Verein ”—it surely might be
something worse
;
that it will become a Mecca for composers of all grades,
who, while anxious for the “good work to go on”—ingeniously referring
to their own scores—will, upon a rejection of their claims, turn the Asso-
ciation into a seething cauldron of crimination and recrimination. While
admitting that there may be a measure of truth in most of these strictures,
I must personally, on the strict merits of the case, express a firm convic-
tion that never before have we been so near a realization of our possibili-
ties in the line of strictly educational work as to-day. Looking at teach-
ing as we should, from a broad and liberal point of view, we are doing,
to-day, a work which will be of benefit to ail classes represented on our
membership list. It is not alone the pianist or the vocalist to whom we
should defer in arranging our topics for discussion, but, while providing
liberally for them, we must go out into the broader fields of work, which
will bring us in close sympathy with the world of mankind. We have a
duty as citizens and as musicians in regard to music in public schools
;
we
have a no less urgent duty to ourselves as well as the religious community,
in connection with music in Divine worship.
Respecting music in public schools, we must insist, as musicians, that if
music is to be a part of the school curriculum—and he is blind who does not
see that the science of music is finding appreciative friends among our
leading educators of to-day—I repeat, we must, in that event, insist that
it be properly taught. We must not, we dare not, allow the teaching
of music in our schools to be relegated to men who have no right to
claim the name of musician. Fortunately, we have many already within
our ranks whose excellent work in this special department commends
them to our gratitude. May the time soon come when such a firm foun-
dation in the primary principles of musical science shall be laid in our
schools, that thereon may rest a superstructure of musical attainment that
shall be a potent factor in our musical growth as a nation. In view of
the fact that the question of church music is to be so comprehensively
treated at this afternoon’s session, I will content myself with stating that
we hope, by the broad survey of the field contemplated by our pro-
gramme, to make possible some practical steps in advance. May we not
hope to secure such an adjustment of conditions as will establish the
position of the church musician more firmly, while at the same time the
proper office of music in worship is enforced. May we not also impress
upon the clergyman that, in assuming his legitimate authority over the
musical service—ks a component part of the worship, for the spiritual re-
sults of which he feels himself responsible—he thereby incurs an obliga-
tion to so fit himself for its exercise that his supervision shall be consist-
ent and intelligent. Let us assume our full measure of responsibility in
both of these departments of musical work, for if we do not use every
possible means of assisting in a settlement of the vex^d questions con-
stantly recurring in connection with these subjects, we are unworthy of
our art, and unmanly as well.
I have referred to our dlty as citizens. We may look back with
commendable pride upon our record in the question of Interna-
tional Copyright. We have maintained high ground in connection
with this subject, which has aroused so much controversy. We have
shown by our acts that no sophistry of argument, no appeals to
selfish considerations can conceal the fact, that to appropriate the product
of a man’s brain is no whit less deserving of censure than the manipula-
tions of a class of artists whose characteristics have been so admirably
portrayed by Dickens in his admirable sketch of Fagan. In carrying out
onr broad conception of how the Association should subserve most effect-
ually the purposes of its existence, the production of American Composi-
tions is a feature which must commend itself to every intelligent musician.
It is a legitimate outgrowth of our fundamental purpose. It must be an
incentive to the earnest student to feeTthata society like onr own stands
pledged to grant him every advantage for the productioiTTif meritorious
work. Now, while it is true that a person gifted with creative talent will
write because be must write, and while it is also true that, in the end, the
true musician will find his place, it does not invalidate onr claim to sup-
port, for it is equally certain that the opportunity offered by our American
concerts allows of a quicker recognition of a composer’s ability. In our
programmes, this year, we are honored by the presence of works by com-
posers to whom the writers of the younger generation owe a deep debt of
gratitude. May the time never come in our history when we shall neglect
to pay deference to those who have brought credit to America, and made
possible, by their honest work, all the developments of American art in
which we take so laudable a pride. This mention of our duty toward the
composers of our native land suggests the desirability of making some
provision for our future prosecution of this interesting department of our
activity. To properly consider this question, it is essential that we take a
cursory survey of our purely business aspects. Too little stress has been
laid upon the necessity of a partial readjustment of our plan of organiza-
tion, and it seems to me that the time has come when we should grapple
with hard facts and master the situation. We must, in view of the teach-
ings of experience, admit that it is as necessary for an artistic enterprise
to rest on a firm financial foundation, as it is essential that its aims should
be high and pure.
A comparison of the details of preparation for our Annual Meeting at
the present time, and those of four, five, or six years ago, will show that
the financial arrangements, which were at that time perfectly satisfac-
tory, are now conspicuously inadequate. To faithfully fulfill the duties
devolving upon the officers of the Association even now, requires a sacri-
fice of time as well as pecuniary losses which few of us, who are de-
pendent upon the practice of our profession for a livelihood, can incur.
There should be some provision made whereby the necessary expenses of
official work should be provided for. Vice-Presidents, for instance,
should not be assigned work, involving more or less expense to them,
without an appropriation being made for that purpose. The need of ac-
tive and persistent canvassing of the country is urgent. Especially must
we provide for our concerts of American compositions. If we are to
continue this feature, the Association must be made self-sustaining in
ihis as in other respects. While we gratefully acknowledge the generosity
of those who have contributed to our orchestral fund, and in this connec-
tion would especially emphasize the liberality displayed by individual
members of the profession, we should, if possible, avoid the necessity of
calling upon the supporters of art in our different cities, even for so
worthy an object.
I would suggest that, first and foremost, we become a chartered
corporation
;
that we change the provisions of our Constitution so
as to allow of the creation of three new classes of members, viz.,
“Corporate,” “Life” and “Corresponding” members.? Furthermore,
I would suggest that we be organized more on the plan of the National
Educational Association, by creating different departments, which should,
while devoting part of each day of our annual gatherings to special work,
still remain as component parts of the whole Association. The divisions
under which we have arranged our work this year might very properly be
adhered to, viz., Vocal, Instrumental, Music in Public Schools and Church
Music. By this plan it would be possible to attract large numbers of
teachers who would not otherwise be reached. Having stated in general
the suggestions I have to make, pardon me if I enter somewhat into details.
To revert to membership: A “ Corporate ’’^member would be a person who,
by payment of a certain sum of money, would have a financial interest in
the Association. If thought desirable, shares might be issued at a certain
sum per share, making a provision that no one person should be entitled
to more than a certain number of shares. The corporation would then
manage the financial affairs of the organization. Our “Active” and
“Associate” membership might remain as at present. The question
maybe asked, Of what benefit would this arrangement be, after all? I
answer, the sum received for shares could go into & fund, the interest of
which should alone be available. The amounts received from life mem-
bership could also go into this fund. Members of the Association in dif-
ferent parts of the country might combine sod give concerts for the benefit
of the fund, which might, besides, be swelled by a provision which should
make our surplus revenue available for this purpose. This might be called
the Orchestral Fund, and would be ofgreat help to us in acquiring a finan-
cial independence. The difficulty of establishing permanency of member-
ship suggested the idea of forming the class of members which, for want
of abetter name, I have defined as “Corresponding” membership. A
Corresponding member might-be a professional or non-professional, who,
not being able to attend the sessions, on payment of a smaller sum than the
regular yearly membership fee, becomes thereby entitled to a copy of the
Official Report, as well as any other matter issued by the Association. It
is hard, very hard, to convince the ordinary music teacher that it is his
or her duty to become a member, even if it is impossible to attend the
meeting
;
for the ease with which a Report is secured, makes consideration
of duty pale before the saving effected by remaining outside the fold,
and securing a copy of the only valuable and concrete evidence of mem-
bership, by sending to the Secretary a five-cent stamp.
It seem 8 not improbable that, by the establishment of such a member-
ship as that proposed, there might be a constituency created to which the
Association could always appeal. This membership might be made more
fif|g
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The Mood of this piece is one of bright, ({uiet cheerfidness. The lyric theme which begins Part Eh is more serious
and tender than the leading idea of Fhrt I.This melody must he brought out with a heavy, clinging pressure of the
inger, while the fingers wliicli play the accompanying chords must he drawn off lightly and softly. These staccato
chords must be very soft.Be sure that this melody is played strictly legato . The style of the whole piece npist he easy
and graceful.
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(ft) Schumann says: Listen attentively to all Folk-songs, these are a treasury of lovely melodies, and will leads you the charac-
teristics of different nations.
(h) Attack the chord in arpeggio manner but sustain all the notes and end them together and not staccato.
((') Notice the two melodic ideas, and contrast them not so mucK in intensity(loudness) as in quality, playing the complaining
melody in a sotto voce, legatjssimo manner, and the merry theme in a jesting staccato tone,- as though the trouble of our poor
little soul were being made a merry jest of, so that it should be forgotten.
(d) The form of this and the Nild Horseman is an enlargement of the simple binary form of“A Little Pieee"by repeating the f ii*st
;
paid. Find the points of difference between the form of this and the.Mid Horseman, and read note C of the latter.
(e) This method of notating is usedto render the melody clearer.
(f) Every thing in hrackets are interpolations that are to be considered as mere suggestions
*
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Switzerland and in the south of France, in schools, and there I found a
great interest in teaching, instead of the staff, numerical figures. And
that, too, hag excited great interest. And then in England and in this
country we have, what is undoubtedly far better and far more philosophi-
cal than either, the tonic-sol-fa. For one, however, I am not quite able
to see that the staff is, as a friend of mine has expressed it, a ‘‘prison
bar, behind which the imprisoned musical genius looks out and is unable
to escape.” I cannot but think, at any rate, that there is a question
dee sr, an ? ir the present, stage far more important, and which at meet-
ings like this should have precedence, and that is the quality of music.
These other things should all come in, and they are very important, but,
if I * lot mistaken, belong later
members of society, but will be worthy of the name of musicians.
sistent with our purpose of promoting professional excellence. In this
ease, while allowing the musical journals, which are so important a de-
velopment of our times, the freest access to such essays as would be valu-
able for them, the Official Report should be issued solely for our members.
There is an important question for us to consider, in view of our
,,
action last year, in relation to the establishment of State Associations.
We have this year to record the establishment of such societies in Cali-
fornia, Florida, Iowa, Illinois, Kansas, Ontario and Rhode Island. State
Associations also exist in Ohio and Indiana. What is their relation to
the parent organization ? So far as I can see there is none whatever.
This is a subject we must carefully consider. We hail with fraternal greet-
ing these Associations. We welcome their representatives to our midst,
but we must, now that we realize the benefit of associated effort, beware
how we allow ourselves to be resolved into detached commands. There
must be some way by which we can avert the danger to musical interest
by the creation of sectional jealousies, which might result from a develop-
ment which is unnatural. Our Association has always labored under the
disadvantage of an organization alike opposed to natural law and the de-
velopment of kindred organizations. Instead of existing as the crystal-
lized expression of a galaxy of strong State Associations, we are working
from a standpoint directly the reverse. It behooves^us, then, to exercise
great wisdom in making our change of front, that we do not lose the ad-
vantages of ppsition already gained.
I do not share the fears of those who believe the Alitfblation will be
diverted to ulterior ends, for I am confident the majority of honest, sincere
and devoted workers will always be so large, that unworthy ambition will
find here no countenance and hypocrisy no defenders. We must be on
our guard, however, and, above all things, not repeat the undignified
procedure of last year, whereby a by-law, which is absolutely necessary
to prevent the Association from becoming a bazaar, was unceremoniously
Suspended, let us hope, more as the result of thoughtlessness than design.
No one has a more intelligent interest than myself in all mechanical and
educational aids in our work, and if what I have said may seem harsh, I
bid you reflect that it involves a principle which has nearly wrecked pros-
perous societies, and at the same time do me the justice of accrediting to
me none but the sincerest motives. Fellow-members, may we always
keep before us high standards of professional worth
;
may we always be
j
fearless in the discharge of duty
;
may we at all times follow the prompt-
some of the lower animals. Several species of birds, as you know, are
taught to sing, and the' method is by reiterating over and over, and over
again, the same simple combinations of notes, until finally it is caught. I
have myself succeeded in teaching a starling a portion of Yankee Doodle.,
and it was done by this method. Now, that seems to me the simplest
method, therefore. It is the only way that has been successful in the
animal kingdom, at least, so far as I am aware. And it can be applied,
and has been applied, to very young children, in a way to teach them
phrases, in a way which recognizes the unity of the child’s mind, not
divorcing gesture, or tones, or words, but teaching wholes, as we must do
always to children, abstracting and dividing later. Certainly I have
noticed this in my visits to kindergartens, experimenting upon very
young children, that if you are teaching a poem to the class they
learn it very slowly, but if you teach them a song and then the poem
as words to that song, both are taught in less time than the poem
alone could be.
It seems to me that we should not entirely despise even the street
music of children-—such as “ Ring around Rosy,” and “ Sallie Waters,”
and all that species of aboriginal melody, the words of which Mr. Newell
has so ingeniously and laboriously collected for us. Not only these
melodies, but the words come down to us from an antiquity which, in
many cases, cannot be measured. They have given pleasure to unnum-
bered generations of children, and in some cases it is conjectured by
special scholars that they antedate Christianity, and go far back to the
Aryan home of our primitive ancestors. It seems to me that they cannot
with wisdom be summarily rejected. They have a high pedagogic value,
and it should be the function of our normal classes to extract it and put
it in shape. . •
Then, again, in the third place, why not use more folk-songs in the
schools, the old ballads, etc. ? These, certainly, have been very effective
in teaching patriotism in countries where music is the chief method
of teaching love for the fatherland. Those beautiful old English
ballads which' Prof. Childs has so well collected, and which even to-day
you find sometimes sung among the aboriginal Yankee population at
huskings and Thanksgiving festivals, etc., have an educational value so
high that they should be carefully selected and edited for schools.
I cannot but be influenced very strongly in my judgment about this
subject of music, of which, as I say, I have no special knowledge, by an
MUSIC TEACHING FROM A PSYCHOLOGICAL STAND-
POINT. /
. J
BY DR. G. STANLEY HALL. -
.
After introduction on the philosophical conception of music bj Plato
and others, Dr. Hall delivered the following address :— #
Now I am going to venture a very few opinions, at which I have arrived
from my entirely non professional, non-expert standpoint, for I am no
musician, with regard to musical education from an educator’s stand-
point; and I beg leave to say that I sincerely hope I may be corrected
and criticised if I am wrong, as I undoubtedly am in many details. But
I am going to be perfectly frank, and try to tell you in a very few words,
without reserve, ail that I think.
In the first place, I fear—I am perhaps most of all wrong in this—that
we are a little in danger of going astray at the outset of this, as I believe,
great and impending movement, in paying too much attention to techni-
calities, and, to a certain extent, methods. A short time ago I was in the
schools in Germany, and I found them all agog with interest there in
teaching a new notation by means of colored notes. It was very inge-
nious, it excited great enthusiasm among teachers, and had done already
a great deal to stimulate interest in mnsic
;
and that, I think, will, per-
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ing reading. In this country and abroad a few of the best primers for
teaching children to read have not been by the old alphabetic method,
but by teaching children, by rote, a number of poems and songs. “ The
house tha^Jack built, ’ ’ and some of those old street songs which I spoke
of a’moment ago, are taught as the first step in teaching reading. The
child says the poem, marches it, dances it, and sings it and gestures it
over and over again, and afterwards is taught the letters
;
because it is
seen that the alphabet and the technical part of reading can be. taught
much better, if words that are long familiar, that are known by heart,
are used as the basis of such primary instruction. Well authenticated
cases, in fact, are on record, in which children have taught themselves to
read by being given picture books which contained simple verses and
songs which they knew by-heart before.
Now, then, it seems to me clear, not only from experience, but from
general psychological considerations, that singing by rote is a very im-
portant I early or first stage in musical education. That, as I say, does
not break up the natural laws. It allows freedom of movement and
gesture, does not divorce song from gesture, and the abstractions can be
.
made later. I cannot but think that by some such method as this, which
takes account of the early, primitive, what might be called the mythic,
element of music, which respects its antiquity, which has some reverence
for the experience of a long and unregulated, or, rather, self-regulated
past, is pedagogic
;
that it would tend to hold children and adults t^^ha
normal consciousness of the race
;
that it would develop a healthy inter-
est in music ; and that, above all, it would cultivate that simplicity in
music which appeals directly to tji© heart, which excites real interest in
life, and which makes children forget their bashfulness. And, after all,
lack of interest and bashfulness are the main obstacles we meet in school
work.
Music is a world by itself. Itris-not merely a language by itself, but it
is a world by itself; it should be taught something as literature, as read-
ing, are taught, by the best examples. There is with all cultivated
people one great difficulty in self-education, that self-education which we
all have to carry on after we leave the schools ; it is the eternal war
against the second-best books, the second-best reading. There is not a
man who has reached a healthy period of maturity who has not had at
least time to have read most of the very best literature that there is in the
world, no matter how busy be may have been. And some have even
gone so far as to say (hat the vary best education is the world is that
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gives us a very few samples as specimens of what may be of the best.
A little of Dante, a little of Shakespeare, a little of Plato, which can be
so easily digested and adapted that the substance may be felt even if the
form cannot be appreciated by children, seems to me far better than a
long, elaborate course of reading, such as that spontaneously followed by
children, such as that which we waste most of our time upon in getting
our minds covered, as has often been said, like a piece of blotting paper,
with impressions from the daily and periodical press. All these things
have their place, of course, and an important place
;
but I think the
chief thing is to train the mind so it will have the power to distinguish
the best from the worst. As a boy, taking piano lessons, I did what I
presume every one would have condemned at my stage of progress
;
I
learned to finger a very simple arrangement of one of Beethoven’s
sonatas. Although I rarely touch a piano now, two or three of those
movements linger in my mind, and whenever I do sit down I find myself
following them
;
and I think it is one of the most valuable possessions I
have ever enjoyed. The value of even a little of a good thing cannot be
over-estimated. It is elevating, it is stimulating
;
it gives a sample of a
world full of worth and merit
;
it makes one feel that the rest of the uni-
verse is healthy, and good, and joyous, and harmonious to the core
;
it is
a resource against ennui and vice. In fact, I would, on the other hand,
go almost so far as to believe that even the poorest and the worst piano
pounding in the humblest home is, after all, good, because in so many
cases it is a resource against the vice which comes of unemployed time.
But, returning to the illustration taken from my own experience : I have
caught, as every one has, the street melodies and popular songs, like
“Punch, brothers, punch with care,” and they have flitted through my
mind when I wished to think of better things, haunting me for weeks and
months
;
but they have all gone, one after the other, each new one crowd-
ing its predecessor out. But there is something or other about this simple
sonata that sticks, and it is just as interesting and pleasant to me, an
average ignoramus about music, as it ever was, and rather more so. I
think, then, that as a sample of classical literature is good in the teaching
of reading, to make the children feel a little of what is best in the world
of letters, so it should be an early object in musical education, to make
children feel a little of what is best in the great world of music. That
seems to me to be one object of musical education.
I think a matter of great importance is the training of the voice. How
many children there are whose health has been materially aided by sing-
ing, because of the deep breathing and healthy attitude. In our city
civilization very many of us almost forget we have lungs. Never having
to speak at a distance or to raise our voices, we scrape along on one or
two notes
;
and while, perhaps, the voice is not likely to become extinct
in man, it is getting weak and getting rigid, so that singing is coming to'
be advocated by hygienists, and has a very important bearing upon the
health of young people. Speech used to be musical, as we all know, and
the system of accents and inflections which characterize all languages
may have been, as is often thought, the origin of music. But it has gone
out of our language very largely, and left it without this element, and
hence one cause of the weakness, and even the decay, of the modern,
and especially the American, voice.
It seems to me that not enough attention is paid, in many of our city
systems of musical education, to mutation. There is a period which, in
many children, as you know, covers two or three years, during which the
' voice is almost unusable. ’ Careful statistics have been made and
averages have been struck with regard to the change of voice in girls,
and especially in boys. Sometimes it is almost entirely accomplished
in a few weeks, more often in months ; and very often years are re-
quired, during which, of course, the voice' demands particular care,
and should only be used under the direction of a trained expert.
Want of wisdom here lays the seeds, not merely for bad voice, but
even for disease. These adolescent years, when the seeds of all that
is good and all that is bad are planted, form the most critical and
important time of life
;
and the music teacher should pay especial
and careful attention to it.
I have only one more point to mention,-—-and on that I did design to
dwell at length, but I shall only speak of it very briefly, as I have already
taken up too much time,—and that is the matter of rhythm. Rhythm is
now being studied in laboratories from a scientific standpoint, and sev-
eral most important conceptions have been lately wrought out which, I
think, have an educational bearing, although it is not yet entirely clear
just what it is. We all know that rhythm is in a sense back of language,
back of thought. We know that in regard to what real continuity is
science knows nothing. There is nothing that is continuous, neither
matter nor vacuous space, from the metaphysician’s standpoint; onr
thinking, even, is not continuous. Thought rises and falls. It projects
itself upon an object or word, and then seems to resolve into vacuity for
a moment, and then fixes again upon another object or word. So it goes,
in a “ hop-step-and-jump ” fashion, from one thing to another, and does
not move at all continuously, as it is often pictured to do. There is a
rhythm and cadence of speech. We can distinguish old friends in the
next room, whom we have not seen and whose words we cannot recog-
nize, by their cadences
;
it is one of the most prominent factors of our
psychic life. An orator very rarely has more than one set of cadences.
There have probably been but four or five orators in this country who
ever had more than one. Some have had two, and one or two have, been
thought to have had as many as three distinct sets of cadences in habitual
oratorical flow of speech music.
The cadences are fundamental to the meaning. They carry along
an undertone of sentiment which interprets a meaning far deeper than
any language can express. In the days of Whitefield, and in times
of great religious excitements, men have been converted by the em-
phasis, and the flow, and the roll of the preacher's voice, when they
could not hear the words spoken. And very many ignorant hearers
of preaching now are quite content if they can listen to the habitual
flow of the voice of their favorite preacher, the stresses and the rests
and the pleasing rhythm, and they sit back and think the discourse has
been a good one.
Now, then, the educational value of all this, it seems to me, is very
high. In the first place, by means of music we can do something toward
giving a^full rhythm to the soul, so that the action of the mind, and
speech, which is its utterance, shall be strong and varied, instead of weak
and monotonous, and adequate to cope with the exigencies of thought
and of being.
In the second place, we can Help make it flexible, so that people shall
not have merely one rut of rhythm. As the Greeks, the most flexible-
minded people in the world, had the most rhythms, and were familiar
with the most rhythms in their poesy, so we, I think, can cultivate flexi-
bility of mind by laying stress on this rhythmic element, that is taught so
well by music.
[For^HE Etude.]
SHALL PLAYING FROM MEM-
ORY BE ENCOURAGED?
BY E. A«
Allow me, byway of commenting on an item in J.H.’s
article, headed, “News of the Month” (Sept, issue of
The Etude), to offer a few remarks. Shall playing from
memory be encouraged^ Let us divide this question
into three : 1. Shall the teacher encourage the pupil in
playing from memory? 2. Shall the pupil, when per-
forming before company, play from memory? 3. Shall
the artist, in the concert room, recite from memory ?
Answer to the first question.—To strengthen the musi-
cal memory can only be beneficial provided certain limits
are set. No piece should be memorized unless it has
been finished, viz., played as well as can be expected
from snch and such a pupil
;
furthermore, such piece or
pieces ought to be re-read from time to time, so as to as-
sure the pupil that no mistakes or omissions of expression
marks have slipped in. Only pieces of good composers
and snch as please the pupil should be chosen. Even
pretty studies can and should be memorized. Both
ought to be short, not more than two pages, until the
pupil has made sufficient progress to warrant longer pieces,
Bach as Rondos, Sonatas, etc. The rale not to look at
the keyboard mast be strictly observed. Every pupil
should practice memorizing. Is his memory weak,
,
it
should be strengthened
;
if strong, he should put it to
use. .
Answer to the second question.—I? the pupil goes to
some person’s house to play before company, let him
take his music with him
;
for he should run no risk with-
out necessity. But in case the music books have
been left accidentally at home, let him inform the host
of the fact
;
if the latter, notwithstanding, should wish
him to play from memory, let him do so by all means
;
for it sounds rather queer to bear a pupil say, “ I cannot
play
;
I forgot to bring my music.” Ensemble pieces,
however, should never be attempted without music, for
if any “break-down ” occurs, each player may suspect
the other to be the cause, and the disappointment felt by
the company will likely reflect on both. But at home,
four-hand and other ensemble pieces may be played from
memory to the great advantage of all parties participating
in the performance.
Answer to the third question.—Yes, the artist should
play everything (except ensemble pieces) from memory.
Let him preside alone over his instrument—not have
somebody at his elbow who may be afraid of turning a
page too early or too late
;
somebody whose presence is
alone sufficient to render an artist nervous. Turning the
pages ijftnself is always risky; if done too rapidly, two
pages instead of one may be turned, or the whole piece
may come tumbling down ! In most pieces, however,
pages cannot be turned without causing a momentary in-
terruption, or sacrificing some notes in the bass.
Mr. J. H. speaks of the “ treacherous lapse of menf*r
|
ory I ” I willingly concede that there ia such a thing
;
but I am also positive that there is always a good reason
for it. Something must have overstrained the nervous
system
;
whether the cause be a disordered stomach or
some item irritating the mind and preoccupying the
thoughts to such an extent as to break one of the con-
necting links of musical memory. With a little precau-
tion and knowledge of your physical condition, most of
such “lapses” can be prevented; but wfaqre the cause
was an accident not to be foreseen, such a treacherous
lapse must be counted as a great and rare exception, and
should not furnish a reason for discouraging playing from
memory.
People are always talking about originality; but what
do they mean? As soon as we are born the world begins
to work upon us, and this goes on to the end. And after
all, what can we call our own, except energy, strength
and will ? If I could give an account of all that I owe
to great predecessors and contemporaries, there would
be but a small balance in my favor.
—
Ooethe.
He who brings about a desire to learn, in a child, does
more than he who forces him to learn much.
There is a maxim, to the effect, that the way to the
hearts of the parents is through the hearts of their
children.
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CONCERT PROGRAMMES.
Tabor College, Iowa. E. B. Geer
,
Director.
Tannhauser March, four hands, Wagner; The Wan-
derer, Vocal Solo, Schubert ;. Allegro, Mozart
;
Plough-
boy, Dussek ; Esmeralda, Vocal Solo, Levy; Rondo,
a
. 69, Kuhlau ; Spring Song, Mendelssohn ; Protect us
rough the Coming Night, Vocal Trio, Curschman
;
Polacca Brillante, Weber
;
Rondd, Hummel
;
Bird Song,
Vocal Solo, Taubert; Aquarellen, op. 19, Nos. 7 and 10,
Gade
;
Erl King, Vocal Solo, Schubert
;
Pastoral Sym-
phony, Piano Duet, Beethoven.
By Pupils of Mr. Edgar H. Sherwood, Rochester, N. Y.
.
' Sonata, op. 27, No. 2, Beethoven ; L’ Alba (Daybreak),
Vocal Solo, Rotoli
;
Elfin Dance, Grieg; Vocal, (a)
Selection from Faust, Gounod; (6) I Told My Secret to
the Roses, Wilson G. Smith
;
Scherzino, op. 18, No. 2,
Moszkowski
;
Spring Flowers, Vocal Solo
,
Lavallee
;
Valse, op. 64, No. 2, Chopin; Pretty Butterfly (Valse
Song), Vocal Solo, Cerillo
;
Norwegian March (Bridal
Procession), Grieg.
Mrs. E. J. Kneisly, Piano Redial.
Italian Concerto, Bach, (a) Des Abends, op. 12
; (6)
Novellette, op. 21, No. 1 ; Schumann, (a) Nocturne,
op. 37, No. 2
; (b ) Ballade, op. 47 ; Chopin, (a) Melodie,
op. 22; (b) Novellette, op. 22 ; Scharwenka. (a) Barca-
rolle
;
(b) Gavotte
;
Blumenschein. Evening Song, op.
9, No. 1, Seiss ; Suite, op. 40, Grieg.
Mrs. G, H. Ncwland, Irasburgh, Vt.
Duett, Piano and Organ, Belisario, Goria
;
Song, Aria
from Judith, Concone
;
Piano Solo, Forest Hymn, Wilson ;
Piano Duett, Mardi Gras Aux Enfers, Schubert; Organ
Solo, Liederreigen Waltz, Lange ; Vocal Trio, Come
Away, Perkins; Piano Solo, Victoire Galop, Ascher
;
Song, Thou’rt Like Unto a Flower, Rubinstein
;
Piano
Trio, March (six hands), Streabbog
;
Organ Solo, Grand
Organ March, Webb
;
Song, Curfew, Hatton; Duett,
Tourists’ March, Sisson
;
Piano Solo, Citizens’ Galop,
Volti; Song, Sfcadfaato Polka, Mulder; Vocal Trio, Dis-
tant Chimes, Glover; Piano Solo, Polka de la Reine,
Raff
;
Duett, Piano and Organ, Christmas Bells Polka,'
Wyman.
E. B. Story (Associate A. C. M.), of Northampton
,
Mass.
Prelude and Fugue in E minor, op. 35, No. 1, Felix
Mendelssohn Bartholdy; Nocturne in G flat major, op.
17, Louis Brassin ; Fantaisie in F minor, op. 49. Francois
Frederic Chopin
;
Slumber Song (transcribed by Franz
Liszt), Carl Maria Von Weber; Sonata in G minor, op.
22, Robert Schumann.
Organ Recital. Alex. S. Gibson, Waterbury, Conn.
Solemn March from The Queen of Sheba, C. Gounod
Cantilene Pastorale, Offertory on two Christmas Hymns,
op. 19, No. 2, A. Guihnant; Prelude, Lohengrin, arr.
by S. B. Whitney, R. Wagner; Sonate Pontificale, in D,
J. Lemmens
;
Prelude and Fugue in E minor (Bk. 3, No.
10), Air and Gavotte in D, arr. by S N.-Penfield, J. S.
Bach
;
Offertoire deSte. Cecile, No. 3, op. 9, E. Batiste;
Overture, Zanetta, D. F. E. Auber.
Southwestern University School of Music, Georgetown,
Texas. Milton Ragsdale
,
Musical Director.
Overture, White Queen, Orchestra. 0. Metra; (a) Noc-
turne in D, Lange; (6) Rondo, Haydn; Sing, Smile,
Slumber, Violin Obligato by Milton Ragsdale, Gounod
;
Duo, Rosaraunde, Op. 26, No. 1, Schubert; Var., Au
Alexis de Himmel, Hunten
;
Semiramide, Bel Raggio,
Rossini
;
Violin Solo, Flower Song, Lange
;
Duo, Bout
en Train Galop, Ketterer
;
(a) Ave Maria, Luzzi
; (6)
Dreams, Strelezski
; See-Saw Waltzes, Orchestra, Crowe.
The Music Teachers' Association of San Francisco, Cal.
Duo, Adagio, op. 27, Becker ; Address, by the Presi-
dent, Mr. S. Freidenrich
;
String Quartet, op. 17, G
minor, Rubinstein
;
Essay, “Registers of the Voice and
their Treatment,” Mr. R. J. Wilmot; Part Songs: (a)
The Water Lily, Gade
;
(b) The Wood Bird, Abt ; Essay,
“ Characteristic and Descriptive Music,” Mr. J. H. Rose-
wald; Trio. Novelletten, op. 29 (Piano, Violin and Vio-
loncello), Gade; Essay, “The Damper Pedal of the
Piano-forte,” Mr. M. Schultz; Duo, Adagio Religioso,
op. 6, Bott.
School of Music, DePauw University
,
Greencastle, Ind.
La Truite de F. Schubert, S. Heller ; Sonata, Op. 27,
No. 2, Beethoven ; Serenade and Polonaise, J. Missnd ;
Polonaise in A&, Chopin
;
Romanza from La Gioconda,
Ballad, Ponchielli; Concert Etude (Dans les bois),
Franz Liszt; March from Wagner’s Tannhauser, Franz
Liszt.
Miss Mary Fridley
,
ThomasviUe, Oa.
La Polka de la Reins, Raff; Nocturne in Ek, Valse
in Ah, Chopin; Ah, I Have Sighed to Rest Me, Verdi;
Sonate Patnetiqne, Beethoven ; (a) Gondolied,- (6) Bar-
carole, Mendelssohn; Rhapsodic Hongroise, No. 2,
Liszt
;
’-Tia Not True, Tito Mattel ; Waltz, Breeze of
Night, Lamothe; Mazeppa, Galop de Concert, Qnidant;
Par? phrase, Suwanee River, Challpner.
[For The Etude.]
the' future of mijsig in
AMERICA.
CALIXA LAVALLEE,
President of Music Teachers’ National Association.
This-country is called upon to play, in the near future,
a very important part toward establishing a standard in
the art of music. It has passed through all sorts of
transitions, and to-day it wakes up to the fact that it is
ready to work toward competing with the old world.
The time has not yet come when we can proclaim a defin-
ite standard in music, but of late years learned and earnest
musicians have devoted time and money in that direction.
The Music Teachers’ National Association has done in a
few years what would have taken centuries for any indi-
vidual enterprise to accomplish. It has brought together
from year to year the musicians of every State in the
Union, to exchange such views as would benefit and im-
prove our art. It has lent a helping hand to our native
talent,which otherwise would have probably died ignored,
or else have been obliged to wait for years for a recogni-
tion. This was accomplished in a few years, and the
last meeting of the Association, in Boston, gave a most
striking evidence of the real worth of the native works
already produced.
Still, the work is only commenced, and the time has
come when we must build a solid corner-stone which will
finally support an American school of music. How are
we to do it? What means do we possess that we may
succeed in our undertaking ? Are questions which every
deep-thinking and earnest musician is asking to himself.
There are various ways to attain our object, but it ap-
pears to me the quickest and surest-way is for each State
to organize an association, and interest as many musi-
cians in each state as possible, who wiU become familiar
with the work already done and to be done by the
National Association, so that at the next meeting, at
Indianapolis, we may have such a large delegation from
each of the State Associations that their power for ad-
vancement of the glorious cause may be felt throughout
the entire country. The National Association should
stand (musically speaking) as the Federal Government at
Washington toward each State in the Union.
When each State Association is so organized that its
true and best representatives will be the leaders, and
have a voice in the important questions likely to come up
within a few years, then the future of music will be in
safe hands, and we will see the end of humbug and char-,
lat&nism.
Ohio, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, California, Florida and
other States have already shown a noble example by
organizing themselves into State Associations'! "They
have already had conventions which have been crowned
with success. The influence of their good work is already
felt throughout the country. That influence cannot but
be of great benefit when the representatives of each State
Association meet for a common purpose, as a body of
musicians which represents the whole country.
Let every vice-president of the National Association
found a State Association, let quality prevail over quan-
tity, let them come as delegates to Indianapolis next
July, where questions of great importance will be
submitted to their approval
; let each delegate be a true
representative of the National policy inaugurated by the
National Association, and the result cannot but be a
glorious success to our cause.
A very few years ago the prejudice was 1 such against
home productions, that we might have put with safety in
every corner of the country, “Americans need not
apply.” That prejudice exists yet on the lyric stage,
where poorly translated works with a foreign name at-
tached to them are still preferred to genuine American
ones. The fault lies rather with managers, the majority
of whom are speculators and unable to judge and appre-
ciate a good work when it is read to them.
However, one noble woman has had the courage to face
that prejudice, and, with the help of one of our foremost
musicians, has proved to the world that home talent,
under the proper direction, can give us a result which
no foreign organization has ever succeeded in bringing
about here. It is almost needless to name that noble
woman and the great musician who were the initiators of
bringing out the best opera company we have ever had
in this country
;
still, I am only too happy to state, that
Mrs. Thurber and Theodore Thomas will take their places
in the American history of music as champions of a move-
ment which has broken the backbone of all prejudice
that has heretofore existed.
This National movement only dates three years since.
Cleveland, Ohio, gave it its birth, and New York and
Boston brought it to maturity. Shall we stop there ? No.
We are now in duty bound to sacrifice everything, ifneed
be, to help with all the energy and means in our poVer,
to continue the erection ox our artistic building." The
.work before us will be very ungrateful. We shall meet
oj . -itioi Iron class of so
musicians, who will struggle to the last, but who eventu-
ally will have to disappear from that constellation to
which they were never called. The American College of
Musicians will slowly but surely establish a standard by
which the coming generation will be purified and bene-
fited, and the ultra-conservatives who wish to live on the
reminiscences of the past will pass away to a better
world, where music is divine. In the near future we hope
to take our place among the art nations of the world, and
meet them on equal footing. It was very gratifying to
the National Association to have, recently, the visit of
Dr. John H. Gower, of the Society of the Professional
Musicians of England, as bearer of a letter of greeting
and congratulations from that Association to ours.
It is a proof that the work of the National Association
has already created enough interest abroad to be recog-
nized as the leading body of musicians of this continent.
I hope in time that the union between the two great
English-speaking countries of the world will be still
closer, and that delegates from either country may assist
at the annual meetings of each Association, to exchange
ideas toward the welfare of our art. Such a brotherly
feeling between the two countries can be of great benefit
to both, and it is to be hoped that before long we may
come in communication with the other great musical
centres of Europe. We need all the moral support we
can get and all the light which will benefit us in our un-
dertaking, and with a staunch heart and a true" devotion
to our cause, we will in time secure a safe future for
music in America.
SUGGESTIONS FOR THE A. C. M.
BY E» B. STORY,
Associate of the College of Musicians.
“Experience teaches” and proves the sincerity of
f
romises made by individuals or by corporations, so that
am glad to add my commendation of the examinations
of the American College of Musicians to that of Mr.
Schwing, given in the October number of The Etude,
and to testify that, as far as could be judged by the can-
didates, everything was honestly done, and fulfilled the
promise of an “absolutely impartial test.”
During the examination several thoughts came to me
that may be worthy of consideration by the examiners of
succeeding years.
1. It-was noticeable that during the day the Secretary
was called upon several times to advise concerning the
probable meaning of some of the questions. Plain En-
glish words have ofttimes several meanings
;
therefore,
let the questions be not only concise, but especially
explicit.
, 2. Many students of harmony yet hold to the old rule
(a rule to them obligatory and not merely optional or
suggestive) of placing the octave in the soprano of the
first chord in a figured bass exercise, unless the third or
fifth is called for. For the benefit of such, let there be
clearly indicated the first chord in the figured bass exer-
cise
;
test.
otherwise it becomes a puzzle, rather than a fair
3. Not all teachers insist on the use of the four clefs
;
consequently, if the examiners wish them in the vocal
score let them so specify in the prospectus.
4. In preparation for the examination the average
student will doubtless consider that he may select from
the list on the last page of the prospectus one book on
each topic as his text-book, and not feel bound to .ex-
amine all. If the examiners allow such a choice, then
let them put upon the paper for definition such words
only as may be found in all of the books. If they do not
allow such a choice, then let the prospectus read, on page
36, line 22, must be consulted, rather than “ may be.”
It was encouraging to the younger candidates present
to find one of the “ Constitutional members” undergoing
the same examination and showing the sincerity of his
belief in the words of the prospectus: “A musician, to
be worthy of patronage, should be able to pass an ex-
amination according to such and such a standard; ” but
the question naturally arose, where are the one hundred
and thirty-four others, who were conspicuous only by their
absence ? The remarks of Mr. Schwing deserve emphatic
approval, when he says : “Indeed, for the originators or
Constitutional members of the A. C. M. there is bat one
I course, for the sake of consistency
;
they must take the
medicine they prescribe for others. .. . . There does hot
seem to be any possible escape from the necessity ofgoing
through the work.”
The next issue of The Etude will be unusually attrac-
tive. It will be a double number, and contain much
valuable matter. Order in advance, if extra copies are
desired.
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perception find a similar reciprocity of major and minor intelligible, and
whether they can recognize this mathematico-physical principle as valid for
them also.
The physiology of tone sensations has only lately been thoroughly inves-
tigated, mainly by the distinguished physicist and physiologist, Helmholtz.*
This book is not devoted exclusively to physiological investigations, as
might, perhaps, be inferred from its title, but comprehends the whole domain
of exact science as related to tone, from the production and conveyance of
tone on to the mental correlation of tone representations. That is to say,
it is largely occupied, on the one hand, with mathematical and physical
investigation, and on the other, it extends to the field of psychology and
aesthetics.
Thus, the theory of overtones and combination-tones is treated in detail,
and differences in tone-color (timbre) are explained as the result of different
combinations of overtones in the complex tones we hear. These investiga-
tions are invaluable, especially as regards the theory of the construction of
instruments. They explain, for example, the mixture stops of 'the organ,
which were in practical use long before the tones of pipes were known to be
complex, showing that the auxiliary ranks of pipes merely reinforce the over-
tones which make up the chord of the fundamental, and thus strengthen its
impression.
The physiological chapters in Helmholtz’s book’ are (1) those which treat
of the faculty possessed by the ear of analyzing complex tones, of separating
such tones into their component elements, although they reach the ear as a
single vibration-form
; (2) that which treats of the perception of differences
of tone-color (timbre), which rests on the same principles
;
and (S\ that on
the comparative euphony of the different kinds of chords. Fine and intelli-
gent as are the investigations and observations on the first two problems,
they can only be considered as hypothetical, and Helmholtz himself so con-
siders them. His hypothesis is, that there is in the ear a complicated
apparatus of more or less tense nerve fibres of different lengths
;
that these
are set in vibration by sound waves, according to the laws of sympathetic
* “Die Lehre yon den Tonempfindungen als physiologische Grundlage Mr die Theorie der Husik
” (1863^
4th Auflage, 1877). There is an English translation of this work.—Translator.
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just as free from beats as the major chord given above; and
n ZH blends just as perfectly into a unity, the central point of which,
•Ifl"
—
:
is the highest tone. There is, to be sure, the common resultant
T
—
^one to disturb the consonance, but over against this we
must set the disturbance of the coincident overtone bw
,
pro-
duced by the major chord in the position given above. Yon Oettingen also
pointed out a way for the discrimination of consonance and dissonance—
a
way in which we may reach satisfactory results. But this way leads us from
the domain of physiology into that of psychology.
With great intellectual acuteness, the able Gottingen philosopher, Her-
mann. Lotze (Geschichte der Aesthetik in. Deutschland, 1888), discovered
the Achilles-heel of the Helmholtz system. Like von Oettingen, he insisted
on a difference of principle between major and minor, .and between conso-
nance and dissonance. He even thought the difference between different
kinds of dissonances must be something more than difference in degrees of
euphony. Since then a number of musico-theoretical writings have been
published, in which those points of Helmholtz’s doctrine criticised by von
Oettingen and Lotze have been attacked from different standpoints. These
writings take von Oettingen’s well-nigh complete system as a startihg-point
for further investigation, and seek to solve those problems which fire still
doubtful.*
I have thus far said nothing of Moritz Hauptmann, whose epoch-making
work, “Die Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik,” was published in 1853;
but this was because I wished to do full justice to his merits. This I can
now do without interruption. Hauptmann was at the same time a man of
high musical gifts and a profound philosophic thinker. The idea of dualism
.
in harmony, of the diametrically opposite nature of major and minor, which
two of the ablest among the older theorists discovered on the line of mathe-
matical construction, he rediscovered on the line of philosophical speculation,
long after the works of those two writers, on the dusty shelves of old libra-
ries, were sleeping the sleep of eternal oblivion. Hauptmann’s memorable
* Dr. Adolph Thllrling’s “ Die beiden Tongeschlechter und die neuere mnsikalische Theorie ” (1877) ; Dr.
QUok&r Hoatinsky’s “ Die Lehre von den musikalischen Klangen ” (1879) ; and my own “ Musikalische
Logik,” and “ Musikalische Synt&xis,” as well aa my “ Skizze einer neuen Methods der Haraomclehre,” (1880).
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vibrations, and communicate these to the auditory nerve. The whole appa-
ratus is of microscopic dimensions. This hypothesis has not yet been pro-
ductive of any positive results as regards the theory of music. Indeed, it is
not yet wholly beyond doubt whether it means positive results even in the
field of natural science.
But the most vulnerable chapter of Helmholtz’s book is that on the nature
of consonance and dissonance. These conceptions Helmholtz seeks to explain
from the standpoint of physiology, as consisting merely in differences of
euphony. He thinks dissonance consists in the presence of “ beats,” i. .e., in
the regular and rapid recurrence of reinforcements of tone, producing dis-
turbance. (See Tyndall, on Sound, or any book on Acoustics, Tr.) Conso-
nance he defines as consisting in the absence of beats, or in the reduction of
them to a minimum. The major chord is more nearly free from beats than,
any other
;
the minor chord has more elements which disturb the consonance
from a physiological point of view. Starting with the major -g-
chord, as shown in the relations of the first six overtones, .—. . "gA
which offers fewest disturbances, there c§n be established a ^
regularly diminishing scale of euphony, measured by the
standard of beats, down to the harshest dissonances, and the discords most
unavailable for musical purposes. So that, on his principles, neither major
and minor consonances nor consonances and dissonances have any other
characteristic distinction than a difference of degrees of euphony.
This result is very unsatisfactory, and has already been violently contro-
verted. Professor Arthur von Oettingen especially, in his “Harmonic-
system in dualer Entwickelung” (1866), insisted that there must be a radical
difference in principle between major and minor. This difference he found
in conceiving the one form of consonance as the polar opposite of the other.
That is, he construed the minor consonance as the direct antipode of the
other, in the mode already explained
;
and he carried out this contrast con-
sistently in his doctrine of scales and chords. He pointed out the truth that
the minqr consonance is not in the least inferior to the major consonance in
euphony, when we consider it as resulting from the undertone series, just as
the major consonance results from the overtone series. The minor chord is
discovery that the minor chord ought to be regarded as a major chord upside
down, developed negatively instead of positively, made a great sensation.
Of course, when we now find,' in studying the history of harmony teaching,
that the same discovery had been made by Tartini a hundrM years before
and by Zarlino three hundred years earlier, we cannot give Hauptmann the
credit of its first discovery
;
historically it is not a new idea. But it would
be very unjust to Hauptmann to deny him the merit of having discovered it
for himself. 'So far as the present and future development of theory is con-
cerned, Hauptmann is the originator of the idea. It did not occur to any
of the theorists of our time, any more than to those of the first half of the
century, to go back to Zarlino or Tartini for wisdom in these matters. The
idea came to all of us from Hauptmann. There are his own faithful pupils,
Kohler, Paul, and Kisclibieter, who hold to the letter of his teaching.
O. Tiersch, who seeks a compromise between Hauptmann and Helmholtz
(see his “ System und Methode der Harmoniclehre,” 1868) ; then the strictly
consistent dualists, von Oettingen, Thiirlings, myself, and with some reserva-
tions, Hostinsky, who have, become more Hauptmannish than Hauptmann
himself-—ail of us received the idea of dualism in harmony as a new coneep-
tion from him. I myself brought to light the fact that there had been
previous advocates of this idea; as regards Tartini, in my pamphlet, “Die
objective Existenz, etc.,” published in 1875, and as regards Zarlino, in the
article “ Zarlino als harmonischer Dualist,” published in the “ Monatsfcefte
fur Musikgeschichte,” in the year 1881.
Hauptmann’s system influenced Helmholtz’s very strongly, although he
has never accepted the principle .of dualism in harmony, and even now
maintains, at most, a passive attitude with reference to it. The evidence of
this is to be found in Part III of his “Tonempfindungen,” on “ Chord Affini-
ties.” This is the most valuable part of his book, as regards music. In this
part one feels everywhere that Hauptmann’s fundamental principle—“ there
are three directly intelligible intervals : I, the Octave ; II, the Fi#h ; III,
the Major Third ” (Natur der Harmonik und der Metrik, p. 21)—underlies
the whole. This is a great and epoch-making conception, and implies every-
thing which exact science has discovered since. .Hauptmann makes no
account of minor thirds, fourths/sixths, or any other intervals,. To his
—wW -
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American College of Musicians.
EXAMINATION, 1886.
ORGAN.
DEMONSTRATIVE EXAMINATION.
The Demonstrative Examination consisted in the per-
formance of selections in Sonata Form, Polyphonic
Style, and Free Style, from the list of works given in
the Prospectus for Associateship Examination (see Pros-
pectus, page 26), supplemented by original lists handed
in by the candidates
;
in addition to~^hich there were
various tests in reading Organ-score, Vocal-score (with
F, G, and C Clefs), the playing of Hymns and Chants,
Transposition of the same, and playing in Four-part
' Harmony, from a Figured Bass.
Special Theoretic Examination.
1. Define the term “ Organ-tone,” and give the name
of the stop which most aptly exemplifies it.
2. How many qualities or distinct classes of tone
should be represented in any organ of moderate size ?
8.
Give different names of stops in each class.
4. What are respectively flue and reed stops?
5. What is meant by 32, 16, 8, etc., foot tone?
6. Which “foot” tone (pitch) should preponderate
on the manuals?
7. Which “foot” tone should preponderate on the
pedal?
8. What are foundation stops ? Give names.
9. What are mutation stops ? Give names.
10. What are compound stops ? Give names.
11. ’What compass of manual and pedal, respectively,
will meet modern requirements ?
12. Suggest an appropriate tone color (stop or stops)
as accompaniment for
(a) An Oboe Solo.
(b) A Clarionet Solo.
(c) A Flute, 4 ft., Solo.
(d) A Flute, 8 ft., Solo.
(e) An open Diapason in the Tenor range.
13. Define legato and staccato touch.
14. What is meant by phrasing?
15. Give some directions as to the proper manner of
,
playing from vocal score, having special regard to the
^giving out and accompanying of hymn tunes—as to con-
nection of notes, use of the pedals, doubling the parts,
etc.
16. Is the frequent employment of the Tremulant,
Vox Humana, and other peculiar or fancy stops, consid-
ered desirable ?
17. Of what value to an organist is a knowledge of
Harmony ?
18. The candidate will supply to the accompanying
composition an analysis of its musical form and all such
marks of expression and execution (Registration, Phras-
ing, Fingering, Pedaling, etc.), as would be necessary to
indicate an artistic and technically correct performance.
The following persons successfully passed the exami-
nation held in Boston, June 28th, 1886, thereby obtaining
a diploma and the degree :
—
Associate of the American College of Musicians.
W*. H. Dana, Warren, Ohio, Theory.
Harby 0. Farntjm, Providence, R. I., Organ.
Niwton Fits, Norfolk, Va., Voice. '
Clara Koons, Lambertville, N. J., Piano.
Fbbsbkick A. Lyman, Woonsocket, R. I., Pnblic Schools.
Robkst A. Niohtinqalk, Fall River, Mass., Organ.
Hknby Sohwino, Baltimore, Md., Theory.
Edwin B. Story, Northampton, Hass., Piano.
Thomas Tappir, Js., Canton, Hass., Piano.
A GRUMBLE FROM “OLD FOGY/
are both aged and old-fashioned, and we can shake hands
artistically on certain subjects.
“ Old Maid” rightly deprecates the tendency of Mr.
James Huneker’s article on “Tone,” in September’s
Etude, and if she (?) had not taken up the cudgel herself,
I would have done so, particularly as I have had the
pleasure of crossing a lance with the somewhat fiery and
enthusiastic writer of the article in question. (I refer to
the controversy about Old or New Schools in piano play-
ing, in which I may say, without boasting, that I held my
position.) “ Old Maid ” more than successfully exposes
the “ tone” fallacy, this absurd striving after orchestral
effects on an instrument necessarily limited by its shallow
tone. “ Old Maid ” points out the beauty of the pearly
scale, as opposed to the cacaphony of the modern bang-
ing of chords, which everybody knows, as played in the
vapid tempos of to-day, are seldom heard distinctly, but
are, as Mr. John S. Van Cleve wittily characterizes them,
“ sonorous soup.”
However, it would be supererogatory on my part to sup-
plement the excellent arguments “ Old Maid,” with the
subtlety of her sex, adduces. I can merely commend it
on all points to the thoughtful reader, who should care-
fully peruse it.
I wish, however, to speak to J. H. (Mr. Huneker, I
presume) on his semi-flippant, semi-serious article in last
month’s issue. While in the main the tenor of the essay
was decidedly good and elevating, still, I must demur at
the idea expressed by him, that a pianist should become
a walking encyclopaedia to properly play his instrument.
Culture is well enough, but it has its limitations. No one
can be universally cultivated io these thought-crowded
days. It were an impossible task. To fight off the influx
of new ideas that threaten us everywhere is hard enough
The crying fault of the age is shallowness— superficiality
—and our young artists suppose that they must master a
half-dozen languages, a score of “ ologies,” have the
latest thing in Buddhism at their finger-ends, and be
thoroughly up in politics and Mr. George’s socialistic
theories. In my time (and I can say, without boasting,
that the early part of this century produced a few cele-
brated names) pianists were satisfied with the three R’s
but they did not neglect the social graces, as J. H. very
truthfully points out. Artists were preeminently gentle-
men, and received as such, despite notable instances to
the contrary.
I think it will be conceded they knew how to play the
piano, even if they did not believe in evolution, or could
not give you the latest treatment for cerebro-spirfal men-
ingitis. I know one young pianist who disdains to talk
“ shop,” as he scornfully dubs his art, but loftily ex-
pounds to you modern esoteric Buddhism, and usually
buttonholes his acquaintances with the question, “ Are
you a Theosophist ? ” It will he a queer condition of
affairs when artists cannot discuss their art, because it is-
not “the thing.” Away with fashion, and give me the
genial, enthusiastic pianist of the past, iwith^gli his lack
of culture, but a burning love for his art
;
for, even if he
could not write books, he could play, and that is what
we want. In conclusion, let me say, that while I dislike
Liszt’s influence in art, still I must deprecate seriously
the personal tone employed by Mr. Fillmore in his able
article on the “ Romantic Ideal.” The man’s morality
had nothing to do with his art theories, and it is about
time to let the grand old artist sleep quietly in his hitherto
Dear Etude (I can’t say Mr. Editor any longer, as yon
hare a quintette now) :
—
I hope I do not intrude on yonr valuable space by a few
remarks. Let me first express my delight at the timely
protest made in the October issue by “Old Maid.” We
disturbed grave. Requiescat in pace, I say.
Old Foot.
OPINIONS, PROTESTS SUGGES-
TIONS, ETC.
Editor of The Etude :
—
In one of the northwestern towns, not a thousand miles
outside the State of Minnesota, the following somewhat
amusing incident recently occurred :
—
It often happens in the new towns of that rapidly grow-
ing country that the rector is a most important factor in
church worship, occupying, aside from nis special posi-
tion, that of organist and chorister.
On this particular Sabbath morning, the organ which
he was accustomed to use was out of repair, and after
vainly endeavoring to coax the rebellious instrument into
obedience, the divine arose, in despair, and said : “ As
the instrument is out of order, the singing will have to be
omitted
;
let us pray, instead.”
Some of the young people, noticing the incongruity,
were. appreciating the situation with considerable levity,
and interrupted the divine, who, stopping in the midst of
continue to
and the
The idea of substituting the usual prater for the .usual
hymn was a new one to me, and, to say the least, attracted
my attention. I could not help wondering if, for the time,
it placed music and religion on the same elevated plane.
sanctuary is it not in its purest atmosphere, and if a part
of the worship then a part of the religion itself. Else
why use it in promoting the cause itself? So, from out
a little incident, however common-place, may creep ideas
which pierce the clouds and bear us even to the Infinite.
E. A. S.
—
Worcester, Mass., October 20th, 1886.
Editor of The Etude :
—
I have been a careful reader of your paper during the
past year, and consider it an unrivaled aid to either
student or teacher. I have desired to express my thoughts
about various subjects heretofore.
What I would like explained, is, why do not all teachers
of music read musical journals? Why is a lesson some-
times given almost in silence, with one eye on the time-
piece, as though afraid two minutes would slip by, over
the hour? Why is it necessary for a
/
pupil to go to
Europe, or study in a certain way, under certain laws, or
pass examinations in particular schools, before he is
competent to teach first or second grade scholars?
I have become convinced that, in not a few instances,
the graduates, so called, are not the best teachers. One
vocal teacher, whom I knew by reputation, was perfectly
drilled in all the phases of his work, but while a gentle-
man was taking a lesson the teacher smoked. I do n’t
call such a man a true instructor, neither is it indicative
of great ability to be like a savage, as one of the reputed
teachers in an eastern city is called.
The Etude has erected a standard for teachers which,
it seems to me, is correct
;
but I have as yet been unable
to talk with one of the accepted stamp. The fact is, too
many teach as they were taught, ever following the trod-
den paths of their forefathers, and repeating the same
arguments that history has echoed from time immemorial,
forgetting that every day has its lesson, and each lesson
new food for thought.
Another subject of importance relating to the future
prospects of musicians, is the way. by which all persons
may be led to respect the profession. Would all disciples
of the universal art remember the words of the writer of
the article, “ Dangers of the ‘Romantic’ Ideal,” where
he says “An artist is a man, and as a man is bound to
feel rightly,” and act accordingly, less would be said
about the licentiousness of musicians.
State organization is of the utmost importance, because
in the conflict of many minds the truth is generally the
victor. In absence, however, of the regular meetings of
an organized body, great progress toward sensible living
and teaching can be gained by reading such publications
as The Etude. Yours, respectfully,
Lester S. Butler.
y not ? for does not parity in art raise it to a level of
that which is highest ana noblest ? Can religion do more ?
What is parity in art bat parity in thought, earnestness
in purpose ?
When mnsio is made a part of the worship in the
Auburn, Maine, 1885.
Mr. Presser :
—
Dear Sir—The bound volume of The Etude for 1885
was received in good condition. To the earnest, enthusi-
astic, knowledge-seeking student it is a veritable mine
of wealth, with its able articles, valuable suggestions
and hints, and good cheer. To him it is a teacher
and a support
;
and if he is a thoughtful and a faithful
student, who reads between the lines, an estimation of its
value is impossible.
The use of musical literature as an educational assist-
ant is sadly neglected by the majority of us
;
we are too
apt to read rather than study it, thereby neglecting to
look beyond the text into its inner content. Why do
not teachers advise the ambitious student to avail him-
self of this unlimited field of profitable labor ? To do so
is to broaden his mental capacity
;
to possess himself of
that sterling quality which is so essential to the successful
musician, namely, that self-reliance which is the natural
outgrowth of superior knowledge. A spirit of emulation
is created and fostered. He has recourse to the best
thoughts of those who have trodden the paths of student
and teacher before him, and pass back to him the result of
their labors and experience
;
their thoughts thus ex-
pressed become his by assimilation. Show me a student
who supplements his keyboard practice with regular
study of such material as I have referred to, and, other
things being equal, I will show you a scholar that is to be.
Such study teaches him that “behind the mountains
there live people, too.” By it, and through it, he lives a
many-sided musical life, and gains that interest and
inspiration so necessary to support him in his work,
ana convert his labors into a delighful pleasure. Let
the student.cultivate an extended acquaintance with his
art, through the medium of literature, as well as at the
keyboard
;
and depend upon it, if the labor is great, the
reward shall be infinitely greater. He mast not refuse
to accept the key which shall unlock to him the priceless
treasures, the wondrous beauties, and the refining and
uplifting influences of our heaven-born art.
G*o. W. Lovejot.
Everybody who knows or cares to know anything about
Harmony ought to have a copy of “ The Nature of Har-
mony,” by Dr. Hugo Riemann, the most original mod
profound musical theorist of oar time. Sent, postpaid,
on receipt of 25 ets.
£86 T £1 :E E T IT DTE'.
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MUSIC TEACHERS ’ CLASS BOOK.
EXPLANATIONS.
Is first edition arrange the index in following order :
I. Daily Programme .page .
' IL Pupil's Page pages inclusive.
III. Cash Receipts “
IV. Pupil’s Sheet Music Account, “ “
Y. Music House “ “
VI. Bills “
Ylf. Receipts............................ “
IX. Daily Earnings. “ “
X. Summary “ “
XI. Memoranda “
XII. Pupil’s names in alphabetical order, with their
individual pages.
Daily Programme.
Pill up each day with names of pupils taking lessons,
with the hour of lesson at left, and the “pupil’s page ”
to the right.
Pupil’s Page.
Fill out a “pupil’s page ” for each pupil, at their first
lesson, with name and address, lesson days and hours,
date of first lesson, grade, and in spaces between “ grade ”
and “standing,” the term “fall,” “spring,” etc., and
the branches, piano, voice or theory.
Cash Receipts,
Place all cash receipts, of whatever nature, under this
head, with date and name of person from whom it is
received. It is a valuable reference.
Pupil’s Sheet Music Account.
Arrange names alphabetically, giving date of both Dr.
and Cr., and names of pieces given.
Account with Music House.
Needs no explanation.
Bills.
Receipts.
Always take and always give a “ receipt.”
Daily Earnings.
As you post from Daily Programme
,
place date, day
and total earnings for the day on this page
;
at the end
of each week make a total, also at end of each month.
This page is proof against posting the same day twice.
As well, as valuable reference.
Summary and Memoranda need no words.
“ Attend carefully to the details of your business.”
NEW PUBLICATIONS.
Four New Songs, 0. Ditson & Co.
J. “Ring, Bluebells, Ring.” H. Van Lennep.
2. “Absence.” Henry S. Sawyer.
8. “ So Near to Me.” Odaordo Barri.
4. “Sleep, Dearest, Sleep.” Alberto Raudegger.
No. 1 is bright, cheerful, pretty, and easy to sing. It
has no special originality, but will be pleasing to a large
class of amateurs. Its compass is from Bh below the
staff, to Eh, fourth space.
No. 2 has a smooth, flowing melody, grateful for ama-
teur singers, not too difficult. It is well written, and a
good parlor song. Compass, D below the staff, to G
above it.
No. 8 is a love song; a very good, pleasing, and ef-
fective song for parlor use. Compass, middle C to Eh,
fourth space.
No. 4 has all the excellent qualities which usually char-
acterize Raudegger’ s songs. It is very beautiful and
effective
;
not too difficult, but, needs to be well done.
Compass, middle C, to F, fifth line.
NEW PIANO MUSIC. 0. Ditson & Co., Boston.
1. Hungarian March, Arnold Moidauer.
2. Tabby Polka, Bucalossi.
3. Galop from Milloecker’s “Maid of Belleville,” ar-
ranged by J. C. M.
These pieces are all very easy, and are for recreation
rather than work. They are none of them “ classical ”
in any sense. No. 1 has a certain characteristic coloring
which gives it more of an air of originality than has
either of the others. The March itself is better than
the “ Trio.” No. 2 is commonplace. It will be liked
“by people who like that sort of thing,” and they will
very probably be many. It is mild and harmless. No.
3 has the sort of surface sparkle that characterized much
of Milloecker’s work. It is enjoyable when one is in a
mood for frivolity.
FAVORABLE NOTICES.
Ionia, Mich.
It is just the thing. Carl Hitchcock.
Columbus, Neb.
The little book for Music Teachers’ Accounts seems
all that it should be. Helen G. Stockdell.
Chatfield, Minn.
The book is very complete and what every teacher
needs. Mrs. H. H. Herrick.
Pana, III.
Your Class Book is a success. No fault I find.
Mate Lewis.
Bordentown, N. J.
It seems to -be a device of real practical value. Of
j
great convenience to teachers. C. H. Hoffman.
Wyandotte, Kan.
I think the Music Teachers’ Class Book the most per-
fect thing of the kind I ever saw. Mrs. Joe Roth.
Scotland, Pa.
I think it is a commendable book, and will please
every teacher who examines it.
J. S. Hefflefinger.
Arkansas City, Kan.
I am glad that the want in this direction has at last
been so well filled. Mrs. Ethel Meeker.
Lyons, N. Y.
I take pleasure in stating, that among several methods
of the same kind which have been sent me, that issued
under your auspices seems the most systematic and valu-
able. L. H. Sherwood.
Haverhill, Mass.
The Class Book is something I have wanted for a long
time, but have never found one entirely satisfactory till
this one. Fred E. Cluff.
New Castle, Pa.
Its convenience will no doubt bring it into general
use. Mrs. E. L. McGuffin.
Carlisle, Pa.
I think it is a splendid thing for pnpil and teacher.
Hattie Mart.
Chicago, III.
This booh is remarkably unique and must prove of
great value tp music teachers. Clarence Eddt.
Ft. Wayne, Ind.
I think the Class Book is the best I have ever seen.
W. F. Heath.
An. M. Foerster.
Three Sonatinas, Op. 14. J. D. Von Prochazka, New
York. ' \
Two Sonatinas, Op. 16. W. F. Shaw, Philadelphia.
These five sonatinas, like those of Clementi, Kunlau,
Reinecke and others, are intended primarily for teaching
purposes, and as an introduction to the study of the
more elaborate sonatas of the great classical composers.
They are, in many important respects, well adapted to
this purpose. In the first place, their form, though
greatly condensed and abbreviated, approximates that
of the sonata proper much more nearly than do the com-
mon dance forms. The periods and paragraphs follow
each other in continuous discourse, instead of being bro-
ken up into short, closed divisions, and thus familiarize
the young pupil with sustained musical thinking.
In the next place, the technic of them belongs essen-
tially to the classical period, and. prepares the pupil for
Mozart and Beethoven, rather than for Mendelssohn,
Chopin or Schumann.
Then, too, the very name “ Sonatina ” suggests class-
ical models and places the pupil in the line of classical
ideas. They are none of them difficult, ranging from
about second to third grade. They are all well written
and musician-like, and most of the movements are melo-
dious and pleasing. Op. 16, No. 2, and Op. 14, No. 3,
are especially satisfactory and valuable.
Unfortunately, those published by Mr. Shaw have suf-
fered from careless or incompetent proof-reading, and
the teacher will have to be on his guard against errors.
These sonatinas are to be heartily commended to all
who use such works for teaching purposes.
THE TECHNIPHONE IDEA.
Before the invention of spectacles, any suggestion of
artificial help to so perfect an organ as the human eye
would have seemed preposterous, but magnifying glasses
are now an everyday necessity in all occupations requir-
ing minute and accurate observation.
The Techniphone bears a similar relation to the piano.
No one until lately ever thought of learning the piano
except on the piano, but the Techniphone, with its clearer
and minuter working, sheds light on many hitherto
-obscure points in piano technique, making that clear and
easy which before was dark and difficult.
Just as the watchmaker does his work quicker and
better with the aid of his magnifying glass, because he
can see better than with the unaided eye, so also does
the piano pupil do his work quicker and better on the
Techniphone, and for the same reason.
The Techniphone idea is new, and, like all new things,
finds its claims disputed at first by old established ideas
and methods, but only for a moment. Once fairly tried,
the Techniphone is as convincing as the microscope, and
as indispensable. W.
and
Ques.—Will you please answer, through The Etude, a
question that has frequently caused me considerable per-
plexity. In giving lessons at pupils’ houses, is it custom-
ary to make up lessons lost by pupils for any other cause
than illness, except, of course, for something unusual.
For a matter of pleasure or loss of practice by even slight
illness during the interval between lessons, if notified, to
prevent going to the house, should the teacher lose the
time or feel under any obligation to make up such lessons.
I am very anxious to consider my pupils’ interest in every
way possible, at the same time doing justice to myself?
—S. A. W.
Ans.—This question is not a new one
;
it comes up for
decision almost every day, in the experience of all teach-
ers who give lessons at the residence of pupils. In
equity it comes under the same rule as when the lessons
are given at the studio of the teacher. The courts of
Boston held, several years ago, in a case brought by Mr.
George James Webb, that what a pupil agreed, pay
for was the teacher’s time; a certain hour was assigned
to the instruction of one certain pupil, and the assign-
ment could not be changed except by mutual consent.
It was held, therefore, that a pupil missing a lesson or
lessons at the studio of the teacher, was under obligation
to pay for them nevertheless, for the reason that the
teacher had assigned the time
;
even though notice should
be given, the teacher would not be able to re-sell the
time, although in the beginning of the season several
other pupils might have been ready to contract for it for
the whole season. When the teacher goes to the pupil
the obligation in equity is, of course, much more obvi-
ous. The right thing to do, therefore, would be to charge
the lesson, but to give the pupil a little extra time on
some subsequent occasion, if the mutual convenience of
teacher and pupil served. When receipts and bills are
made for time, that is for a term from a certain date to
another certain date, there is less trouble on this point
than when the bill charges a certain number of lessons.
In the case of pragmatic and domineering patrons, of
whom every teacher has more than enough, and by whom
young teachers are often made to wish they were dead,
it would be the best way, in the long run, to make a test
case and have the principle settled in the courts. This,
however, is not very promising 1ss a remedy for young
teachers, with whom patrons are few, money scarce, ana
good-will essential. When the patron is a business man
the teacher will find him generally willing to see reason,
if the case is presented to him in the proper spirit
;
it is
women who are the most unreasonable and the least
considerate of their employes. Besides the average
woman is hampered so much in her money matters,
through want of a regular allowance, that she is some-
times almost compelled to be mean in her dealings with
her dressmaker, milliner, and especially with her sewing
women, music teacher, and other subordinates.
I am free to confess, that my own- practice has been
shamefully negligent on this question. When I used to
f
ive lessons at the houses, I have sometimes lost ten
ollars’ worth of lessons in a single day, through this
cause
;
an epidemic of sickness, dressmaking, funeral,
company, and examinations, would seem to strike all the
E'ls at once. Wherever I could I always charged thems, but when pupils were not learning very much,
or when the parents were in straightened circumstances,
I have put up with a great deal. The equities of the
case are plain, the expediences are not so plain. In
general, however, it is safe to say that no teacher will go
on giving lessons at the houses of pupils a day longer
than he is obliged to. It is a very disagreeable way of
earning money, and of being imposed upon at the same
time.
The ordinary excuse of “ want of practice sufficient
to warrant taking another lesson,” is no excuse at all.
The proper thing to do in that case is to give a review
lesson, or devote the time to teaching the pupil how to
practice, which in many cases would be one or the most
useful lessons of the course. Or the time can be devoted
to theory. If a pupil has neglected practice this is one
reason for taking another lesson, in order that she may
get stirred up to work again. Particularly is this the
case when the piece under practice is a difficult one}
then a second lesson can well be spent on the difficult
passages, and in finding out how to get at them.
This whole difficulty would be greatly mitigated through
the action of a local College of Musicians, such as I ad-
vocated in the August number. This is the way the
doctors have met the same difficulty. They have jointly
made certain rules, and certain schedule prices, whici?
"(They mutually agree to abide by. The consequence is
that, so long as nonorable dealing prevails among them
(as it sometimes does for months at a time), there is no
difficulty of this kind. Nothing is to be gained bfwhat
is commonly called “kicking” against tne rules of the
profession.—W. S- B. M.
right?—Student.
Ans.—
W
ith the third in the right.
Ques.—(1) How is it that, in the August issue of The
Etude, Matthews’ Phrasing contains three numbers of
illustrations, Nos. 19 and 20, nfbre than the separately
printed work which closes with No. 17? (2) How are
these two grace notes played. (A) This, following the
general rare, would be played (B) which would be the
same as (C). How if occurring in this shape (D) ?
an estate at Ersau&ch, and is engag l m com]
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Ques.—
-(1) I noticed in the September number of The
Etude, in an article by Carl E. Cramer, that he gives
different intervals in the melodic minor scales from any-
thing I have ever been taught, and different from that
given by Prof. Howard. As I have been taught, the half
tones should occur between two and three and seven and
eight. Mr. Cramer gives the interval of half tones be-
tween two and three and six and seven. This is the as-
cending scale, of course
; the descending is the same as
I have been taught. Will you please explain in The
Etude? (2) Who is considered the greatest musician
now? (3) What is the definition of the term musician ?
—J. F.
Ans.—(I) You are right. The half tone does come
between seven and eight. Its position in Mr. Cramer’s
article is probably an error of the printer. (2) Nobody
can an'swer this question. Measured by the standard of
attainments, probably Brahms is as great as anybody.
But others surpass him in original power, notably Rubin-
stein, not to speak of Dvorak, Saint-Saens, Mackenzie
and others. The gifts of these men are too diverse to
compare them on the simple ground of greatness alone.
(3) it would be defined differently by different people.
The word has different senses. It means (1) one who
makes music a profession
; (2) one who is skilled in mu-
sic. Perhaps there are other meanings.
Ques.—(1) Is it practical, in rapid running arpeggios,
right hand, to use the fourth finger on Ejz in C minor com-
mencing on 6; on in Gr minor commencing on D
;
and in all cases where, according to the rules given by
D. D. F. B. (in October issue), that finger falls on a black
key? (2) If so, will you please give some of the reasons
why this method is better than to use the third finger on
those keys, as done by Bertini, Richardson and others.
Ans.—(1) As intimated in the article alluded to, there
are exceptional hands that require exceptional fingering
but in general the rules given may be applied. There is
but slight difference in the chords alluded to, whether 3d
or 4th is employed. If the hand is held properly the
thumb passes as smoothly under the one as the other
if in ascending, however, the wrist is bent inward (im-
properly) the 3d only could be used with ease. In de-
scending, the passing over of the 4th certainly throws
the whole hand, especially the thumb, more accurately
into position. This is notably true of a narrow hand,
which would seem to demand (as sometimes it does) the
exclusive use of the 3d on those keys. The main advan-
tage in adhering to this rule as given is : 1st. To fix it
upon the mind so that the indiscriminate use of the 3d
and 4th may be avoided. Automatism is quickest gained
by repetition in the same order. 2d. The development
of the 4th finger which, as explained in the article al-
luded to, is very often neglected. In fact, who ever asked
a pupil to play the arpeggio of C major (c e g) left hand
that he did not use the third and insist, for a long time,
that it was easier, simply because he had a natural “ side
roof ’ ’ on his hand and no control or use of the fourth
finger. The same is true in scale playing. If you will
ran the C scale with the thumb and second finger or with
Ans.—(1)
“ Everything is easy when one understands
it.” Mr. Matthews, at our request, made the addition
of three pieces to his “ Studies in Phrasing,” the same
which were first printed in our August number. (2) The
grace note in example (A) above is intended to be
played with the upper note of the octave struck before
the other. (B) This is the usfial way of indicating such
a breaking of the octave in order to bring in the upper
note first. The. example at (D) is without meaning. It
is a case of two negatives which are equal to an affirma-
tive.
Note.—It is true that the above explanation is incon-
sistent with the teaching of the books in regard to the
proper performance of grace notes; but the answer
above is according to the usual practice of artists, which
here, as in many other cases, does not agree with the rule^
in the book. Concerning these latter, it is to be remem-
bered that in their nature they are only an attempt to
classify and reduce to written form, in words, certain
musical practices which can very well differ in cases
which, to the rule, appear to be exactly similar, but
which to a quick musical intuition appear different. In
my opinion there is considerable allowance to be made
in the rule teaching that all grace notes get their time
from the note before which they are written. On the
contrary, if my ear serves me right, they are usually
played by artists in time belonging to the note before
them. This is generally the case when the grace note is
double or more, i. e,, when the figure has two, three or
four notes in it. If there is any reader of The Etude,
especially any artist, who is prepared to formulate a rule
on this subject, The EttWe would be glad to get it.
the fingers 1, 2, 3, of either hand you will find your run
much smoother than to employ the 4th at all. Why is
the 4th then used? 1st. To establish regularity (auto-
matism). 2d. To develop this finger and make it useful
in the sharp keys, where its employment is a necessity.
When we have established the rule, then we must use
our judgment about taking exceptions to it in particular
cases. The use of the 4th, too, is made more easy if we
employ many scale and arpeggio exercises, using the
entire five fingers, and passing the thumb under the 5th
or the 5th over the thumb, as the case may be. See
Chopin and Moscheles’ Etudes iq extended chords, and
Joseffy’s daily studies, and many examples in modern
piano-forte compositions where this technical principle
is carried into effect.
Ques.—Please answer, through. The Etude, how the
ran in Liszt’s “ Venizia e Napoli,” page 6, should be
played. Should the 2d note in the left band be played
NEWS OF THE MONTH.
New York, which is now Boston’s great rival in the
American musical world, has had its share of music the
past month. Despite the warm weather and general
tardiness of the season, business is brisk and encouraging.
The hotly- contested election and the Liberty Statue in-
auguration have probably, contributed to this state of
affairs, for they filled the city with strangers. The Italian
opera season opened early in October, at the Academy
of Music, and so far it has not been a glittering success ;
and why should it? A poor chorus, only a fair orches-
tra, and* the soloists, some of them good and some bad
—
very bad. Giaunini is an excellent tenor, and improves
in acting as he goes on. Madame Yalda is the genuine
success of the organization. She is an American, good-
looking and possesses a fine voice, of considerable com-
pass, which she uses with taste, although she is far from
being what might be called a great artist. Madame
Yalda excels in light r81es, but the dreary old operas
that she sings in do not do her justice. They possess
but historical interest, and show, or shqriM show, to
Signor Angelo, that he cannot revive such fossils. Al-
together the whole show is rather dispiriting, and one
wonders how our fathers sat through the dreary wastes
of recitativo seeco, or endured the shallow orchestration
and tuneless frivolities of the old-fashioned Italian score-
Melody ! Well, I should say so. That is the trouble.
A new melody is sprung on the audience every five min-
utes. Talk about the difficulty of following the Wagner
leit-motiv. Why, it is nothing in comparison. And
then consider the irrelevancy of these catchy-tunes.
Goldsmith, in one of his comedies, speaks of a character
of his as one “ who would raise a horse laugh in the
pews of a tabernacle,” and it is only a parallel in these
early Italian operas, the perfect unsuitability of the
flimsy music to the lugubrious libretto. No wonder
Wagner went to the other extreme. The only thing
that can be said in their favor i& that they are singable,
which is everything to the average vocalists, who don’t
bother their heads about the metaphysics of the Lyric
drama.
Theodore Thomas has gone to the Metropolitan Opera
House with his celebrated orchestra, which he has en-
larged to suit the building. The ear takes some time to
I accommodate itself to the difference, but eventually it
will sound all right. His first programme was a trifle
uninteresting, with the exception of the magnificently I
played Rubinstein Piano Concerto, op. 70, in D minor. I
Rn.fn.el Joseffv was the soloist, and he fairlv outdid
and somewhat tiresome piece with its strange resem-
blance to “Some Day,” the popular song.
At the succeeding concerts Emma Jack and Pauline
L’Allemand were the soloists. Mention must he made
of Miss Laura Moore, who made a very successful d&but.
Miss Moore is the talented young American lady who
won the grand prize at the Parisian Conservatoire, for
singing. She has a beautiful soprano voice, rich and
strong, a rare thing in these days of technie-worn voices,
and sings very well.
American stock is certainly up in the musical world ;
and that reminds me that a friend from Berlin told me
the other day of the immense progress that the talented
young Philadelphia pianiste, Miss Lucie Mawson, is
making. Miss Mawson is a pupil of Oscar Raif, who
is doing wonders in teaching, and is very much.- sought
after by the Americans.
The long-talked of Moor piano recital came off, and
while the young pianist waa much criticised,' on the
whole he covered himself with glory. The programme
was a very severe test for such a young man as Emanuel
Moor is—Bach-Liszt, fugue in G minor, the Appas-
sionato of Beethoven, a group of Chopin pieces, his own
suite, and a duo suite by Goldmark, which he played
with Mr. Sam Franko, who has certainly improved of
late. The general opinion of Mr. Moor by competent
critics was that such faults as manifested themselves
were the faults incidental to youth, although he is- very
matured in some of his intepreiations. A want of repose
at times, with a tendency to hurry at the finales are,
after all, not absolutely irremediable errors.
There was injustice in some of the criticisms published
- about this concert, which show a want of consideration
and also appreciation of the really excellent points in
Mr. Moor’s playing, such as his broad and noble tons,
fine technic and enthusiasm, which is marked, also for
his sympathetic and subdued accompaniments, a rare
gift in solo pianists. These are all sterling qualities and
bound in the long run to make themselves felt. I
have spoken before of Mr. Moor’s compositions, not-
ably his songs. The suite played was decidedly modern-
in its themes and rhythms, the middle (funeral march)
’ was the best, despite its Wagnerian echoes. Scbirmer
has just published a very striking “ Schezoso ” by the
same composer, which reveals considerable power, and
talent.
There is some talk of a series of visits from the
Boston-Gericke orchestra, to show New Yorkers what the
“ Hub ” can do in Symphony. Both the American and
Metropolitan Opera companies are busy preparing for'
the fray.
Arthur Whiting, of Boston, is writing a piano concerto.
Mr. Herd. Yon Inten, the pianist and teacher, has re-
turned from Europe.
Mrs. Wm. H. Sherwood will give a series of piano
recitals in Boston this season,
Mr. Edmund Neupert, the Scandinavian pianist, pro-
poses to give. a series of six recitals at Steinway Ball,ao |
New Yor]
It is reported that Anton Streletski, the pianist, now
living in Detroit, is finishing a grand opera, the libretto
of which is based on Bulwer’s story “ Zanoni.”
Madame Cappiani has returned to New York from
California, where she went for pleasure last summer.
Madame Camillo Noso, the great violiniste, will re-
main in New York the greater part of the season.
Mr. H. Fleck, one of Buffalo’s best pianists, will
give recitals there this season.
Mr. Chas. H. Jarvis, Philadelphia’s veteran pianist,
will continue his famous soires musicales this year.
Ovide, Musin and Madame Trebelli have arrived from
the other side, and will doubtless pick up some dollars
this coming season.
Miss Nelly Stevens, the pianiste, is in Cleveland, where
she will play frequently.
Max Vogrich, the composer and pianist, who was with
Wilhelm, as accompanist, will also seek fame andvfor-
tune in the Metropolis.
_
The two Miss Huntingtons, singer and pianiste, have
come back from Europe. .
Verdi is putting the finishing touches to- his new opera,
ofwhich he is undecided as regards the title. It will be
either “Iago”or “ Othello.” Boito is the librettist.
The composer says it is the last great work of his life.
Eugene D’ Albert, who must Save money, has bought
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;tly Progressiva Series of Music headers sad Charts
THE COURSE INCLUDES:
First, Second and Third Readers, Third Reader for
Female. Voices, Third Reader Supplement, Avedean
Collection (female voices), High School Collection,
Rote Songs, Teachers* Manual, Charts and Chart
Manual,
Colleges, Seminaries and Public Schools will find in
the Normal Courses complete equipment for vocal class
ixntsieal instruction.
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THE ETUDE
It would seem unnecessary to offer a premium
as an inducement to subscribe for a paper of genu-
ine value, and, indeed, the expense of publishing
such a paper is too great to admit of such a distri-
bution of chromes and other fancy articles as are
presented to the patrons of some publications.
ook contains everything for keeping Accounts
; Teachers
;
Index
;
Daily Programme, a page
pupil
;
Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc,, etc.
ss publisher,
THE TECHNIPHOHE is an instrument with
a piano-forte key-board and genuine piano touch,
designed as a substitute for the piano in learning
the mechanical part or technic of piano ..playing)
For the easy, certain, almost automatic ac-
quiring of a perfect legato and all grades of
staccato, it is as superior to the piano as the
foot-rule is superior to the eye in taking -exact
measurements.
Three months of faithful work on the Techm-
phone will lay a better foundation, and advance
the pupil further in acquiring a correct touch
—
the supreme accomplishment ia piano playing
than two years of equally faithful work on the
piano, alone. This it does through the novel in-
vention of return sounds to the keys, which intro-
duce into all elementary work a clearness and
precision never before known..
The Tecliniphone reveals the secret of all the
great players. It gives to every pupil, at no
extra expense, and at home, the help heretofore
enjoyed only by a favored few, under high-,
priced teachers or in foreign study.
For silent practice, or for strengthening prac-
tice with Its seven different degrees of key-
force, there is nothing like it. It saves the
action and tone of a good piano aiiMially more
than its own cost, and it spares a suffering
world the intolerable annoyance of piano-drum-
ming.
The Techniphone is no longer an experiment.
During the past 'two years it has been put to
the severest tests of daily use in schools and
conservatories, and by the most distinguished
musicians, and no one has ever been returned.^
AUXILIARY TO THE PIANO
Steinway Hall,
New York, February 2, 1885.
Tie Techniphone is much superior to ail other things of the kind. I think every pianist ought
kOT® on©.
S. B. MILLS.
I have often thought, if at the beginning the piano could be kept locked a month or two, until
the pupil had learned the first rudiments, and if It were possible something of technic without pro-
ducing a tone, it would be the very wisest course. Your Techniphone admits of this very thing.
It is the first substitute for the piano itself for teaching and practice I ever saw that I could endorse.
It I do endorse heartily. Great good must come from its proper use.
Elmira, N. Y. JOHN B. MARSH.
Hebshey School or Music, Chicago.
I earnestly advise the use of the Techniphone by all teachers and students of the piano and
organ. CLARENCE EDDY.—
Chicago, November 10, 1885.
I experience now the benefit of my five months’ practice on it with splendid results.
FREDERICK BOSCOVITZ.
Steihwat Hall, New York.
It is the best means I ever had at my disposal for teaching the piano correctly and thoroughly.
A
- »• PARSONS.
And best of all, an iitfallible teat to one’s legato touch in the ingenious bi-click. This bi-click veils
many tales, as lots of self-sufficient pianists have found to their surprise. It is a musical detective,
and, no matter how well you may think you play legato, in nine cases out of ten you discover you
have been lapping the tones unconsciously.—OldFogy, in The Etude, July, iSSS.
......
New York, November 14, 1885.
I conscientiously and cheerfully recommend the Techniphone to all my personal friends and to
pupils and players of all grades.
JULIE RIV£-KING.
New York, February 2, 1886.
In my experience of snsny ye^rs in piano teaching, I have been strongly of the opinion that pro-
paration for the piano could be best done at the piano alone. I now find by actual trial that time
spent at he Techniphone, in conscientious and observant study of certain finger exercises, studies
and portioBs of piano pieces, and ti n comparison with the fome transferred to the piano, ill
accomplish more, with better results, than the whole time given to the piano alone.
Yours very truly,
S. N. PENFIELD.
No. 7 Wmt 14th Street^ New
